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Monday, August 25, 1980

UNM Radio Board
Will Review Firing
Lee Beck
The KUNM Radio Board voted
at their regular meeting on Aug. 8
to review the dismissal of KUNM
disc jockey, Pat Kiska, known to
his listeners as Malachi Mudgong,
in a closed session. The date and
time of the meeting will be announced later.
Kiska was dismissed by KUNM
staton Manager Paul Mansfield.
Mansfield said the vice president of
Student Affairs, Marvin "Swede"
Johnson, directed him to fire Kiska
after Kiska played the controversial
song, "I'm Proud to be an Asshole
from El Paso" on his Friday night
radio show, The Asylum.
The board will send a memo to
Dr. Johnson, asking him to bring a
copy of the song and all pertinent
information pertaining to Kiska's
dismissal to the closed meeting.
The board also asked Dr.
Johnson to bring to the board
communications sent and received
office,
including
by
his
documentation from New Mexico
State Patrol Chief, Martin Vigil.
The song was reportedly
recorded during broadcasts on June
20 and 25 by a Santa Fe listener and
sent to Chief Vigil. The board has
requested the name of the listener
from Dr. Johnson.
Board member Mike Daley asked
the radio board to take the Kiska
controversy under advisement in
the closed session and determine the
administration's involvement in the
dismis~al.

Daley charges that the vice
president circumvented KUNM
policy procedures by intervening in
personnel problems. Daley said the
board has the mechanisms and the
authority to deal with problems of
this type and the administration
does not have the authority to
become involved.
Daley said he asked for
documentation pertaining to the
dismissal from Dr. Johnson's office
and the vice president was not

cooperative. Because of noncooperation from Dr. Johnson,
Daley asked the board to investigate.
Daley also asked Mansfield to
reinstate Kiska until after the closed
session meeting in which the board
could review the circumstances
surrounding the case.
Kiska was not available for
comment
Volunteers and staff members
were present at Tuesday's meeting
and voiced complaints and
suggestions.
One staff member said the song
had been played at least once a
week for three years and no
disciplinary action had been taken.
KUNM volunteers complained
because the station has no policy
pertaining to volunteers and asked
that a policy be developed. The
radio staff and volunteers also
asked that personnel of the station
be represented on the board.
John Boyd, spokesman for the
Community Advisory Board, said
the CAB members in a unanimous
vote based upon information
available to them, "deplored the
manner in which Kiska was
dismissed and in which the administration by-passed the station
management and board which has
jurisdiction in this tYPe of
questioning,"
Mansfield repeatedly stated the
dismissal was not his decision.
Daley asked Mansfield, "Would
you have fired Kiska if Swede
Johnson had not directed you to?u
Mansfield answered, "Johnson
demanded that he be fired."
In other action, the board voted
to review KUNM's charter during a
special meeting to be held Aug. 26.
By reviewing the charter, the
question of whom the staion is
trying to serve and the various types
of formats will be explored.
In the manager's yearly report
given by Mansfield, Mansfield
said, "You can't serve every unmet
continued on page 8

The autumn season approaches with one of its most familiar spectacles-touch football.
Already, these legions of village green heroes can be seen everywhere living out their
dreams of making the big plays or exchanging tall tales of when they did. (Photo by Dick
Kettlewell)

New Tenants Union Formed
To Fight 'Unfair' Treatment
The new owners have threatened
to give three-day eviction notices to
Tenants of apartments at 1400, every tenant if the union takes any
1404, 1408, 1412 and 1416 Vassar action.
The rent ranges from $150 to
N.E., formed the Shumac Tenants
Union to combat what they termed, $200 a month. Rogers will allegedly
raise the rent to $240. The union
"callous, unfair;; treatment.
Shumac spokesman, Jack was formed to stop the increase and
Mitchell, said the apartments were protest the treatment received by
bought by Mike Rogers, who the tenants.
"Mr. Rogers told us the rent was
masqueraded as a spokesman for a
California based company. Rogers going up, and if we didn't like it, we
then claimed to be the owner, could leave. There are some people
raising the rent between 20 and 60 in this complex that have been here
percent. He served an eviction since 1968. We think Rogers
notice to Mitchell, saying he needed overdid it. Nobody would have
been upset over a reasonable inMitchell's apartment for an office.
crease," said Mitchell.
Some of the tenants who are on
fixed incomes say they will be
unable to stay with the increase.
Dan Hardy, a UNM student, said
he moved 'to the apartments
because the rent was cheap. "I
wasn't here a month and the rent
went up.''

J. Chavez

Credit Union Libel Suit
Seeking $2 Million Damages
James C. Johnson
Staff Writer
The Coronado Credit Union has
filed a $2 million libel suit in
District Court against KOAT-TV,
an Albuquerque television station.
The civil suit, which was filed
Aug. 8, seeks compensatory and
punitive damages from KOAT
(Channel 7) for a news broadcast
the station aired about July 17.
The suit claims the broadcast was
"a patent libel or patent slanderu
which defamed the Coronado
Credit Union, an association of
past and present· employees of
ONM.
As a result of KOAT's broadcast,
"members withdrew large sums of
money, 11 the suit alleges, forcing
the credit union to borrow cash to
meet the unexpected demand for
funds.
The Albuquerque news media
repdttcq dn July 17-18 that the

Coronado Credit Union was having credit union was insolvent and
financial difficulties. The board of would be placed in the hands of its
directors had suspended dividend bonding com patty.
payments in May and obtained a
The television station either knew
$100,000 loan guarantee from their that the news report was not true,
insurance agency, the New Mexico the suit claims, or acted with
Credit Union Share Insurance reckless disregard as to whether or
Corporation.
not the report was true.
A tun on the credit union by
Byron Treaster, the attorney
members seeking to close their
the credit union, could
representing
accounts occured on July 18 and
not be reached for comment.
21. About $500,000 was with•
lit an interview several weeks
drawn, and the credit union was
ago,
state banking official Snider
forced to obtain a second loan
Campbell attributed increased
guarantee.
member withdrawals to "mqfia
Financial institutions generally publicity.''
invest most of their funds, retaining
Campbell singled out KOAT-TV
only enough cash to meet expected reporter Janet Blair for special
withdrawals. When withdrawals are criticism. "The problem wasn't
greater than expected, additional what she said, but the way she said
cash is obtained by selling securities it,,. he explained.
or borrowing money.
The suit has been assigned to
1he suit specifically charges Judge Harry E. Stowers. Sources
KOAT with broadcastirtg a say the trial will probably not be
• l!tatc.':l\teQt Qt inntte.n.do. ,thtlt. tJt~, b~qr,d. until tl\e.t:a.r!~ p~u:t,Qf ~98J, . : •
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The apartments are not worth
said tenant Jill Adams.
''With the other landlords, we used
to overlook all the apartments'
deficiencies because the rent was
cheap.''
The union attorneys say all
Rogers' actions were legal.
Tenant John Frazier said, u1
believe this union is the only such
one in the Albuquerque area.
Renters need to realize that they
have rights, and they need fight for
thcm.u
"We are calling attention to this
because we want people to realize
this could happen to them," said
tenant Larry Caldwell, a UNM
student. "Now that most young
people cannot afford a house, they
are renting. Tenants are not serfs of
the landlord. We have rights. We
just don't think it is fair, and we are
going to say something about it.
That is the only way it will change,
if we stand up for ourrights.''
$240,

King Wins Nomination Bid
For 2nd District House Seat
David W. King, secretary of the the meeting she had told reporters
state Department of Finance and that King "doesn't represent the
Administration and nephew of New people of the 2nd District. He's
Mexico Governor Bruce King won much too liberal."
the Democratic nomination for the
Mrs. Runnels is now considering
2nd
Congressional
District running as an independent canSaturday in Grants.
didatc and said that she will make
By a margin of 55-27, members her decision on Monday,
of the Democratic state central
Before the committee vote,
committee from the 2nd District former state Senator Aubrey Dunn
chose King over Dorothy Runnels, of Alamogordo withdrew from the
widow of the late Rep. Harold race because of Jack of support,
Runnels. The only other candidate saying he would support whomever
nominated was Sierra County was selected by the committee.
Manager Gil Olguin, who received
King said he will leave his current
four committee votes.
post ifi the next few weeks to begin
After the vote Mrs. Runnels told a full·time campaign for the vacant
the Albuquerque Joumal that she congressional seat.
WPJiJ<J_.tJQt. ~.\IP,,P~tt .~u.s.\~·~i~[.,1~::; ....·: .• .'Wt'~(n.y~d,p[l .p~g~ ~·:., ., ."'"' .
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SPECIAL REGISTRATION HOURS
Monday, August 25 open Bam to 7pm
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It really is easier to shop later if
you plan to be on campus in the evening.

Across from UNM 265-5986
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X Fragment Clone
Called Successful
BAL TIMOR£ - Dr. Stanley F.
\Volf,
of
Johns
Hopkins
L:nhersity, says that the successful
cloning, after two years of work, of
a human X chromosome fragment
may lead to better understanding of
more than 150 hereditary diseases,
including hemophilia, Hunter's
Syndrome and Lesch-Nyham
Syndrome and help identify women
who are in danger of transmitting
these diseases to their children.
Chromosomes microscopic
bodies in genetic cells made up of
the chemical DNA -determine sex
as well as genetic traits. Women
inherit an X chromosome from
both parents. Men inherit an X
from the mother and a Y from the
father.
"The advantage of having
!denti!ied X fragments is that you
have a piece of DNA that contains
the gene of one of the diseases,"
Wolf said Thursday. "If you .::ould
done a whole chromosome, you
could identify people at risk of
transmitting that trait to their
~hildrcn. •·
"The goal now is to extend the
fragments by mole..:ular cloning and
tr\' to isolate a whole X
~hromosome," he said.
Wolf said the breakthrough may
also help scientists discover why
~ertain X chromosomes be.::ome
ina.:tive early in fetal life.

Do You Need
Cash?
Earn '20.00 a week
Donate T\\ice \VeekJy

Blood
Plasma
Donor Center
8am~2:30pm

Tuesday - Saturday
Doctor in
residence

UNM
BOOKSTORE

2216 Central SE

i::forr::~d LN<e he h<;d inzuu:::ted
the· maj'or a.-,:d Council that they
~c'"lo take actions contrary to
Lo·,e's Aug. 1 ruling. The mayor
d:.zn signed the waiver .
On Friday, Lave ordered the
mayor w appear at a hearing this '
TbJrsday to explain why he did not
fo'..low Love's order.
"He (Rusk} could have avoided
this problem by appealing the
inj:m:etion," said Larry Lamb, a
la'.'lyer representing waiver opponents.
"Tr]ing to set aside that in·
jun,tion, his attorneys went over
and r.ried to obtain a different result
in another lawsuit," Lamb said.
"Brennan's jurisdiction is so
seriously challenged that it has gone
to the (state) Supreme Court. Rusk
and the city attorney openly
'<iolated the injunction.''
The attorney said that if Love
finds Rusk in contempt, the mayor
could be fined or jailed o~ the judge
could allow him to purge himself in
some other manner.

842-6991
Albuquerque
1307 Central NE
......
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Our new salad bar features lettuce, chick peas, bean sprouts, bacon
bits, croutons, cherry tomatos, parm~san cheese, green peppers,
Bermuda onions, mushrooms, radishes, carrots, cucumbers and four
different dressings bluecheese, Italian, French and thousand island.
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Radio Board Must Make Responsibility Commitment
It looks like the KUNM-FM Radio
Board is at long last ready to accept
its leadership responsibilities to the
radio station. If it does so, it will be
the first time in several years that
KUNM will have had a truly active
and concerned board, something
that is desperately needed.
In revising its charter, we can
expect the board to give much
attention to personnel matters and
to programming and format. In any
organization it is the governing

board's responsibility to provide
general directions and guidelines
for its operation, but with emphasis
on general.
The Radio Board should not
concern itself with the particulars of
program
development
and
scheduling - that is the station
manager's job. But the board
should be able to decide what
listening markets to seek and which
to leave for other radio stations.

This has not been done in the past
and now KUNM seems to be trying
to serve every possible market, and
none of them as effectively as it
might.
The problem with the Radio
Board's involvement in personnel
matters is a sticky one. In the first
place, the board does not hold the
station's license. The UNM Board
of Regents does and must
ultimately accept full responsibility
for every aspect of the station,

Letters
$1 Billion Can Help Auto Industry
cities. Hopefully, such a public
transportation necessity will be
satisfied in time through a natural
and cumulative transformation
process. On the other hand, a
billion dollars, together with a well
planned tariff and quota system to
restrict the importation of cars,
could surely help the automobile
industry during the two or three
years that it needs to put in the
market competitive cars - fuel

Editor:

The New Mexico Daily Lobo had
an editorial last July 10 that talks
about the one billion dollars
promised by President Carter to the
American automobile industry.
After talking about the free enterprise system, the article says that
"the U.S. is the only country in the
world in which personal transportation is considered a
necessity." The newspaper also
affirms that this necessity is only a
desire, and that the offered billion
would be better used if applied to
Editor:
the public transportation system.
In the U.S., today, personal
I would like to comment on
trans~ortation could be considered
a necessity if the following three practices that occur within the
factors are evaluated: 1 - The jurisdiction of the Biology
Department, namely the killing of
distribution of the population, 2 The unique movement of resources specimen animals by strangulation
and 3 - The fact that most of the and by drowning. 1 have heard the
referred
to
U.S. cities took shape In response strangulation
euphemistically
as
"pinching"
to the automobile.
Because of the last three because the act typically is acmentioned factors, the creation of a complished by pinching the
public transportation system would animal's trachea shut with pressure
imply the use of an enormous exerted by the thumb. The
amount of money over a long drowning is acheived by dropping
period ot time. Washington D.C., live animals into jars of preser(was) designed as a whole to be the vative.
capitol of a great country, so its
Although I have never personally
first subway - (has) only 4.6 miles seen these killing methods used
out of 99.8 projected, according to while I have been a student at
Newsweek
(3/29/76),
after UNM, I have heard about their use
spending 4.8 billion dollars and from different people at different
more than six years work. Public times and in different situations;
transportation does not mean only this leads me to believe that these
making busses or passenger trains, methods are indeed employed.
because the biggest spending is Also I must state that I do not
absorbed by the Infrastructure believe that they are ever used in
offices, emoloyees, power and the normal laboratory situation but
service
stations,
maintenance rather occur only during biological
shops, stocks, etc. In this way, one "collecting trips", when it is unwise
billion dollars is less than a Band- to carry ether and expensive or
Aid for a national transportation inconvenient to carry other
system that is unborn or already anesthetics.
dead in most of the U.S. small
I hope that the average person

efficient, and of good quality 12nd
price, accorting to Japan Times
(5126/80).
A billion dollars would be better
used aiding the automobile industry
workers to keep their current jobs
than dispersing it In a public
transportation system that will
come tomorrow through the same
taxpayers who need help today.
Florencio Oscar Garcia

Student Upset by Strangling
would be disturbed by these
procedural atrocities, no matter
what the context. But I think that it
is even more disturbing that biology
students,
searching into the
mysteries of life, should display
such callousness. Perhaps the
students who performed these acts
may have rationalized that
drowning a salamander in formalin
is somehow akin to vivisecti'lg an
anesthetized frog, that "pinching"
a trapped ground squirrel - an act
that would cause a parent to
despair if it were committed by his
or her child - is somehow a
respectable activity in the realm of
biology. Nonetheless I believe these
acts are reprenhensible.
I call on the Biology Department
to ascertain the extent to which
these methods of killing are employed; to determine whether these
methods have been used with
faculty consent (either implied or
explicit}; to issue a directive calling
fc,r an immediate halt to such
activity; and to give some emphasis
to educating biology students so
that they might acquire a healthy
respect for life, rather that such a
detached perspective.

although it may delegate its rights
and responsibilities. For the Radio
Board to take on those responsibilities, it must either take over the
station's license or reach some
agreement with the university
administration. Neither is likely to
happen soon, nor should it until the
board is able to demonstrate by its
actions that it is capable of handling
those responsibilities.
The other part of personnel
problems for KUNM involves the
large number of non-student
volunteers at the station. The
problem is highlighted when a nonstudent is dismissed or otherwise
disciplined.
For students, faculty and staff
there are well-defined procedures
to cover virtually any situation that
may arise, but as far as current
university policies for grievance and
redress are concerned, the nonstudent is neither fish nor fowl. To
fairly resolve
effectively and
conflicts such as the recent one
involving Pat Kiska, grievance
procedures for non-students must
be formulated if non-students are
to continue to be a part of the
station. Otherwise, participation at
KUNM will have to be limited to
volunteers already a part of the
university or paid staff.

DOONESBURY
..ANi? A5 711& PR£51/J&NT
INOICATE/J 50 MA5TeRFIJf..LY
AT H/5 PR&5S CONffl<&NC51
7HAT IS lH& RJU.. exTENTOF
tflfi!Tii Ha/SC INVOlveMENT

IN THe IJIUY CAR.T&. MATJT;R.

To so restrict the staff of KUNM
could, however, adversely affect
the station's ability to meet its
obligations to its listeners. Several
of KUNM's most popular programs
are done by non-student volunteers. Long-time workers at KUNM
also provide a valuable continuity to
the station's staff.
We must also keep in mind that
KUNM's audience is not restricted
to the UNM campus but extends
throughout most of northern New
Mexico. Because KUNM is a public
radio station it should be accessible
to its whole audience.
The .Radio Board has .its work cut
out, and a great commitment of
time and energy must be made by
every member of the board,
especially the student members
who sit in the board's majority. The
university administration must also
be prepared to make a strong
commitment of support of the
station and the board and must, in
addition, be willing and prepared to
cooperate with the board in its
forthcoming
deliberations.
Otherwise, the Radio Board's
efforts will amount to nothing more
than a futile effort to correct the
problems that are keeping KUNMFM from being the excellent radio
station it can be.

by Garry Trudeau
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wonder where meerschaum comes from. I had a
vague recollection which immediately took on the
guise of truth.
"It is petrified sea foam," I said confidently. Of
course, this statement brought on a search for supporting facts. The facts are, meerschaum was for
many years believed to be petrified sea foam, because
it is often washed to shore by the sea. Meerschaum is
actually a white mineral with a density close to that of
water. Lighter pieces float to the surface, indeed
resembling rock-hard sea foam.

Zimmerman Library Tour Shows
Collections Throughout Campus

by Garry Trudeau

DOONESBURY

Donna Jones
In the middle of UNM's campus,
Zimmerman Library now houses
nearly one million books, a
pamphlet compiled by the library
staff states.
The pamphlet, "Tour of Zimmerman Library," is available at
the reference desk and should be
helpful to the student the if the card
catalogue points him in several
directions. Also the library staff is
glad to answer questions.
Other
specialized
library
collections are in different areas of

I've been called wishy-washy. Actually, I'm just
confused. Every day I receive more information which
I add to what I already know to form a better picture of
the world. Almost every day, I find out something
which causes me to regroup certain bits of information
and throw away other pieces which were believed to
be true, but are now proven false.
Hence, confusion. Yesterday, the set of facts I had
to go by made things look one way; now the new
information I have makes things look entirely different
- I wonder what parts of the picture are still missing.
Curious business, this information gathering.

Gradually I've come to accept confusion as a way of
lrfn. I find it very disturbing to have my myths
d!'stroyed. Unfortunately, if I form a conclusion, that
conclusion is the first thing I think of even if I know the
frrr.ts point in a different direction.
Take meerschaum, for instance. A friend of mine
has <1 beautiful hand carved meerschaum pipe. We
wom sitting around talking one evening, discussing
the contradictions of life, and eventually came to

the campus. Parish Memorial
Library contains materials on
management, accounting, finance,
labor,
industries,
investments,
marketing and other business
subjects. It is located on the ground
floor of the Robert 0. Anderson
School of Business.

rr'S THe /383/NN!Nf3 OF

IALR&AOY

A NEN AGE, GeNTi&MfN, IT's A !A/HOLE N£N
fJAl-L GAM[> Yet' 8EiT7!3R.
/ MAl<& PLAN5.

The confusion really sets in when I have a set of
facts which make a nice picture for me, and then some
new information destroys it. I have a hard time letting
go ot the nicer picture. Many times, a person will
choose not to accept a set of facts if it paints an uglier
picture. Don't confuse me with the facts I

HAVE3. I'VE3

fJ/X/0&070
SHOOT MY5&£f,

\

The Fine Arts Library on the
second floor of the Fine Arts
Center houses material on "art,
architecture,
music
and
photography," according to the
pamphlet.
The Tireman Learning Materials
Library
houses
educational
materials and children's books and
is on the main floor of the College
of Education. All of these libraries
have their own card catalogues, but
their materials are also listed in
Zimmerman's catalogue.

Therapy Offered
By Health Center

600{) CHO!Cf3.
HANOGUN5
SHOUWB£3
CH&APANO
Pl-eNTIFUl-.

Weekly journal therapy group
sessions, beginning in midSeptember and continuing for lO
weeks, will be conducted by Dr.
Michael Baron, a psychologist at
the Student Health Center.
The focus of the sessions will be
on fostering self-awareness and
resolving one's problems through
writing techniques and group
dialogue. Previous experience in
keeping a journal is not necessary.
For more information, call 2774537 before Sept. 10.

\

So 1 try not to form conclusions. I try to keep in
mind that the picture I have of my world at any one
time is not complete, and always subject to change. I
kind of like being confused, and a university seems to
be one of the best places to be confused in.

The card catalogue is divided into
two sections, author/title and
subject. If the desired topic is
ellusive, the "Library of Congress
Subject Headings List" provides
subject headings listed in the card
catalogue. A chart near the card
catalogue gives the location of the
call number.
Also located in the reference area
is the ethnic studies desk which
serves as a referral point for ethnic
material.

Downstairs is the government
publication reference desk, The
publications listed here cover
almost all subjects and are housed
in tower levels one, two and five.
The copy/media center, also
downstairs, houses audio materials.
The staff here also makes copies of
printed matter for 10 cents a page
and will make copies from
microforms and bind term papers.
Periodicals and microforms are
downstairs too. Several indexes
help locate information in
magazines and newspapers. Back
issues of some magazines,
newspapers, complete books ami
other material are available in
microform,
Upstairs on the main floor is the
circulation desk. To check out a
book, the borrower fills in a white
card with the title, author and call
number of the book, using his
UNM I. D. card as his library card.
Undergraduates may check out
books for one month; graduate
students and faculty may check out
books for one semester, James
Mendez of the circulation desk
said.
If a book has been held for two
weeks, it may be recalled by the
library for another person who
wants it.
continued on page 22

Special Collections Dean Don Fatren looks through an 18th
century Spanish theological manuscript in the Bell Room of
Zimmerman Library. The University's rare book collections
are known throughout the nation and include early and first
additions of the works of Henry James, D. H. Lawrence and
Edwin Arlington Robinson. There are also several hundred
photographic portfolios. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

Tutors Needed
UNM Athletic Department
We prefer graduate students and/or work·
study qualified students. contact Mary Ellen
Kurucz at the Athletic Advisement Office,
South Campus Athletic Building or call
277·6375.
M·S 10·6 pm
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serving carved meats to order
includes roast beet, ham.
turkey, pork with a
selection of vegetables and
potatoes
hours: 10:30am·l :30pm

Casa del Sol: (at lower level)
a unique new dining service
f
.
d~•ashtuersi.ng all authentic Mexican
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Center Gives Students
Free Academic Support
l'enclope Wronski

David W. King Wins Nomination
continued from page 1
llc may not need to ~ampaign,
however. Attorney General Jeff
Bingaman has ruled that the
Republican party cannot run a
cnndidate for the seat now because
they had already decided not to
\Cck thut ~eat.

of Runnels' term anyway, it would
coincide with the Nov. 4 general

election. lf David King were to win
both elections he would gain a
seniority advantage over other firstYear representatives elected this
November.

Through his two-week lobbying
But \late Republican officials effort with the state central
'art! that they will go to court to committee, King was hounded by
have their candidate, Joe Skeen, reports that he had changed his
placet! on the November ballot. registration to the 2nd District on
Rcpublkans ewcct a suit forcing the day after Runnels' death. But
( iov. Bruce King to call a special Valencia County Clerk Lydia
election and challenging the Chavez said Friday that the reports
Attorncv Ucncral's ruling to be were the result of a mix-up inn!cd ir; federal court early this volving another David King, who
week.
lives in Acomita.
l I' tiO\, Bruce King calls for a
King told the committee that
,pccial election to fill the remainder although he has not lived in the 2nd

District in the past ten years he still
has close ties there. King was a
graduate of New Mexico State
University in Las Cruces and has
worked throughout the state in
previous jobs as head of the state
Planning Office and as state
director of the Farmers Home
Administration.
King also denied that he was
taking advantage of his uncle's
considerable political influence to
get the nmnination, saying that he
has contacted each committe
member without any outside
pressure to do so.
Uov. King was present at the
Grants meeting but did not speak
on behalf of his nephew or participate in the committee's
deliberations.

Students enrolled in basic skills
courses can get academic support
from the Skills Center on the third
floor of Zimmerman Library.
"The Skills Center offers
tutoring, study skills workshops
and help with reading and writing
problems for students enrolled in
basic skills courses," said Susan
Deese, Skills Center director.
The Basic Skills courses are
English 100, Math 100, Natural
Science 100 and Social Science 100.
"Tutoring services will begin the
week of September 2. Students are
to make appointments for tutors at
the Skills Center," Deese said,
adding, "All tutors for the
university skills programs are
free."
Students can be referred to the
Skills Center by their professors
and should bring their referral form
to the Skills Center desk for an
appointment, Deese said.
"The workshops will be in the
areas of time management, notetaking, campus resources and testtaking,'' she said. There will also be
a special Math 100 skills session.
The Skills Center will also hold
midterm workshops, open to all
students. Times will be announced
at a later date.

Youbuy.
We give.

--------------~--------- ...
~

· _).
'

"On a limited basis students can
be tutored in Math 120, Math 121
and Biology 121," she said.
"There will be five graduate
assistants a week in the Skills
Center; two for English, one for
math, social science and natural
science, as well as several workstudy tutors,'' Deese said.
Skills Center hours will be
Monday through Friday, from 9
a.m. to 4 p.m. and Tuesday,
Wednesday, and Thursday evenings
6 p.m. to 8 p.m."
Students can call the Skills
Center for more information at
277-4560.
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GOLDEN
FRIED
CHICKEN

SALE

Roll. Rice, Jalapeno Pepper and Medium Beverage

$179

Open at
11:00 Dally

with coupon
Reg. $2.11

Use our conven1ent dnv•· uu #in<:lnws at
1830 Lomas at Yale
4700 Menaul NE
expires 9/1/80

Oth~r Locations
10015 Central NE

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~~!!~§~~~u,~~~s231 centra~!N~w~~~~~~~~~~~ij,1~1~2o~o~M~omn~t~o~m~e~r~y~N~E~~

continued from page 1
need in the community and KUNM
is trying to do just that.''
Mansfield has resigned his
position as manager of KUNM,
effective Aug, 28.
The board will discuss manager
qualifications and appoint an
interim manager during the meeting
scheduled for Tuesday. The
meeting will be held in Scholes Hall
at 7 p, m. and the publicis invited.

summer clearance

2 Pieces Golden Fried Chicken

1830 Lomas

Board to Review
Mudgong Firing

Watch for Weekly
VALUES!Il

Dresses
Skirts
Blouses
Shorts
Men Shirts
& Danskins

RAY'S PIZZA
across from UN M on Central
.
Pizza by the pan •.•
Pepperoni pizza by the slice •.•

9

A Ll
F
PEPPERONI PIZZA AND
A MEDIUM DRINK
• ONLY96c

The Mercado

150J'o off any purchase

Located at the northeast corner
of the Student Union Building.
Watch for our 50% off in-store specials.

plus a free Hallmark cannister with
any Hallmark purchase of $2.50 or more.

266-9946
2916 Central SE

One coupon per person per visit
Expires 9-5-80

Alb.N.M.
87106

SNEAK PREVIEW

F EE small coke with
food putchase

New mexico Union

Coupon good 8/25 - 8/30
Opqn: 8am to 8pm m-F
9:30 - 11 Sat.

New mexican Cuisine
at Its finest In the

Natural
Clothing

r-----------------•
I Clip this coupon I
I

I
I

National'gives your school

One1M& Bd01(iM

For each +Nationa/ 113' product you buy,
our store donates money
to the UNM PresidentaiScholarship Fund.

Student Bookstore
2122 Central SE
(across from UNM)

127 Horvcud SE
1/2 block
S of Central
265-4777

and get a $16.50
I
Wilderness Experience
Daypack for $12.50 .

II
pack has a roomy
I This
main compartment and
I outside accessory pocket
1 to help you organize all
I that stuff you have to
carry around on campus.
I Come
in quick to get
I yours-coupon expires
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4821 Central N.E.
255-8673

1 August 27th.
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Mountains
~

Rivers
268·4876
2320 Central S.E. Mon-Fri'.'J0·6 Sat:9·5
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New l\Iexico Student Union

Side~alk Cafe
(nut in lcvct-n>od services only)
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Autumn Fruits Sweeten Pastries
Charlotte Balcomb
Weeks before the thermometer drops, autumn
makes its approach felt. You are barely conscious of a
slight chil.l in the mornings and that school is about to
start.
Enjoy seasonal sweets such as Ricotta Pie with
peaches and peach cobbler during this between-time
season when fruit is at its best,
Ricotta Pie is a less cloying relative of cheesecake. It
is less sweet, less rich, less caloric, but not less
delicious. It is ideal as a subtle dessert or thin sliced for
late afternoon tea. But why bother with tea when
chilled white wine or ice coffee spiked with rum could
be much more exciting?
The cobbler is superbly rich and sinfully delicious.
This recipe uses peaches, but you need not be limited
to them. If you like cobbler, other combinations such
as apple and grape, banana, date and raisin or cherry
and walnut might set your taste buds afire. The recipe
is basically the same whatever fruit you use, with the
exception of bananas, when you should not pre-cook
the fruit.
Ricolla Pie with Peaches

x 9 inches.
Stir together cheese, yolks and almond extract, Beat
egg whites until stiff and fold into cheese mixture
gently.
Arrange sweetened peaches on bottom of the pie
shell and pour the ricotta mixure on top of them.
Weave a lattice top with reserved pastry strips.
Place pie in oven, turn down to 350 degrees and
bake 35 minutes. Turn off oven and allow pie to cool
in the oven. Expect the pie to fall as it cools.
Peach Cobbler

2V> cupssiftedflour
•;, tsp. salt
V. cup sugar
3,4 cup cold buller
3 T. cold water mixed with
1 egg yolk
V. tsp. grated orange rind

cup softened butter
V2 cup firmly packed brown sugar
1'h cup all purpose flour
Yl cup wheat germ [or all purpose flour]
'h tsp. baking powder
'h tsp. salt
1 tsp. vanilla extract
';.i

Struesel:

Fruit:

Jib. ricotta cheese
'h cup sugar
V. tsp. salt
1 tsp. almond extract
4 T. orange juice
4 eggs, separated
3 peaches, peeled, thinly sliced and sprinkled with
sugar to taste
Preheat oven to 400 degrees F.
Place flour, salt, sugar in a bowl and work in butter
until mixture resembles cornmeal. Add egg yolk, water
and orange rind by droplets until dough will form a
ball.
Roll out V3 of the dough and line a 9 inch pie pan.
Roll out remaining dough and cut into lattice strips Yl

Combine all the ingredients for the crust and work
with fingers or a fork until dough will form a ball.
Reserve VJ for topping.
Pat dough into a baking dish and pre-bake in a 350
degree F oven for 15 minutes.
Meanwhile combine peaches, lemon juice, sugar
and allspice in saucepan and cook over medium-high
heat for I 0 minutes, For each V. cup of fruit juice in
the peaches (this will vary with the peaches) use I T. of
cornstarch mixed with enough cold water to make a
paste.
Stir cornstarch into simmering peaches and immediately remove from heat.
Spoon peaches onto crust and top of struesel. Bake
for 25 to 30 minutes or until brown and bubbly.
Cool slightly before serving, with whipped cream if
desired.

§
~

Rent vour skates
from o~r van across
UNM on Central

~

(Sat & Sun)

§

t-all for rt•cording

(.505) 255..1336

R

Qualified Babysitters
In your home or theirs
Baby sitters in UNM area
We specialize in infant care
3619 Campus NE
255 -3154
All hours/AU locations
Permanent/Occasional

~

~

§

§
~

mini-courses being offered by the
UNM Division of Continuing
Education and Community Services.
"Women and Aging", one of the
courses being offered, is particularly designed for nurses and
other human service workers. The
classes will investigate the crises
common to older women, including
the "empty nest syndrome,"
reentry into the job market, the
retirement or death of a spouse and
institutionalization for nursing
care.
Also being offered is "Outreach
to Homebound Elders,'' a course
designed for employees and
volunteers in outreach programs
for homebound and frail elderly.
Students will be introduced to the
programs currently operational in
Bernalillo County, including Meals
on Wheels and Visiting Nurses
programs.
Registration is being conducted
from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. weekdays at
the UNM Division of Continuing

Education and Community Services, 805 Yale NE, 277-3751.
A new intensive Spanish
language course for native speakers
will be offered by the modern and
classical languages department.
Offered as a 15 credit-hour block of
courses, the program is designed to
give native speakers maximum
exposure to the language during a
single semester. Students must
enroll for the entire block and will
recieve credit for Spanish 112, 211,
212, 300, and 371.
Professor Erlinda GonzalesBerry, instructor for the course,
said, "Participants for the course
should not enroll in any other
classes so they will be able to
dedicate themselves totally to
Spanish. In addition, students will
be expected to partkipate in some
social and cultural activities outside
the classroom.''
The Latin American Institute will
also offer a Spanish language
course for UNM faculty members.
Beginning and intermediate level

classes will be available and ta11ght
by nativt: Spanish speakers.
Theo Crevenna,
associate
director of the institute said classes
should start the week of Sept, 15.
Three one-hour classes will be held
each week during the semester.
Interested
faculty
members
should contact Crevenna at the
Latin American Institute in Room
229 of Ortega Hall.
Registration is also being conducted
for
"Connections:
Technology and Change," a course
being offered by KNME-TV
(Channel 5) in cooperation with
Continuing Education.
The course will investigate the
benefits
and
hazards
of
t~chnological change over the past
centuries. Associated with the
program is a three-hour credit
course, American Studies 301-40 I.
Seminars will be held Mondays
from 6 p.m. to 9 p.m. in the
Community Room at the Coronado
Shopping Center beginning Aug.
25. On-site registration can be

THE FUJICA
STX-1 SLR.

conducted during the first class
meeting,
Conversrltional French classes
will be offered by L' Alliance
Francaise d' Albuquerque for
beginning, intermediate, and
advanced students. A special
French for students will begin Sept.
8,
For information on registration,
contact Margery Storrs at 821·5788,
or Suzanne Hanson, 298-1502.
A
"Creative
Drama
in
Education" course is being offered
by Continuing Education to teach
people to express their emotions,
imaginations and themselves
through scene improvisation.
The three hour credit course is
not performance oriented or
competitive and no previous theater
experience is required,
The class will meet on Tuesdays,
4;30 p.m. to 7:15 p.m. in Ortega
Hall, Room 113. For more information, contact Continuing
Education and Community Services, 805 Yale NE.

Fatso's Subs
A great place to eat
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Pasta Dishes

EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Test Preparation Specialists
Since 1938

Our everyday low
prices. no coupon
necessary

127 Jefferson NE
265-2524

Monday thru Friday
8amto 9pm
Sat. and Sun.
12 noon to 8pm

Next to McDonald's

Tights
Leotards
Accessories

§

aod .,kat~hoards. ;aft·Ly
!~Jllipt, and act•t•ssnries

~-ftiUIPUIN

Childcare Referral Service

~

IOU ~lorningsid<• 1\E

NAT'L MED BDS
ECFMG • FLEX • VQE
NDB • NPB I • NLE

r. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . --=-. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..,.. . . . . . . . . . . . . .1.
~

Whol!•;al!• Rulll•rskates

LSAT • MCAT •
GRE PSYCH. • GRE BID
GMAT • OAT • OCAT • PCAT
VAT • MAT • SAT

DANSKIN.

~~~~----------~~~--~~~~~~~~

IDIICift

Professional Ass'n
Plans Fall Party

2 cups fresh sliced peaches
2 T. lemonjuice
V. cup sugar
V. tsp. allspice
1 T. cornstarchforeach \4 cupfruit]uice

Filling:

A shady tree on the North Mall provides a comfortable set·
ting for Don Wildermeth and Melissa Burean before the
grind of fall classes begins. {Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

More new courses have been
added to the fall schedule of
classes.
Walk-in registration is being
conducted through Aug. 29 for two

A welcome-back cocktail party
will be sponsored by the UNM
Faculty and Professional Women's
Association on Thursday, Aug. 28,
4-6 p.m., at the Faculty Club, 1804
RomaN.E.
The annual fall gathering will
feature a no-host bar and will be
open to all women holding faculty
rank or professional staff positions
on campus.
The
four-year-old
group
sponsors social events, career
development workshops and
research colloquia and is currently
working on a salary survey of
campus men and women.

Crust:

'h of the above crust mixture
3 T.jfour
1/.i tsp. cinnamon

Crust:

Fall Schedule Supplemented with Addition of New Classes

Subs Plus
Sub Combo
Meal

~

~

A SMALL PRICE TO PAY
TO SHOOT LIKE A PRO!

~

'.:.--...r..r...r...r...r...r..r..r...r...r...r...r...r..r..r..r..r..r..r.r.r..r..r...r...-.--=--...r...r.,..,.......~=---..r~..d.!

1/700th ot a second. Plus, an
the new STX-1. It's the perfect oilless self-lubricating shutter.
introduction to 35mm photogra· The STX-1 also has a convenient
phy. Because the STX-1 has bayonet mount for changing
modern, light, compact styling. lenses FAST.
An inexpensive price tag. And When you add it all up, the Fusophisticated . quality features jlca STX·1 sure makes a pretty
that make picture laking easier picture. In fact, you won't find
than ever.
a be!ter reason to take a shot at
When you buy a STX-1 you get SLR photography. Stop by and
the accuracy of full aperture sili- give it a try.
con metering ... a
r· . .
bright control center
1
view finder ... 3-way
focusing ... a self·
] Film G Camoraalj
timer and shutter
speeds to

Spice ham, cooked salami,
mozzarella cheese, fully garnished, (no substitutes),
super french fries, medium
drink coke, sprite, or pibb.

Spaghetti and
Meatball
Dinner
includes salad
and garlic bread.

$225

Fuji reallv aims to please with

Hit

Any Hot Dinner
Lasagna
Ravioli
Eggplant Parmesan
includes salad
and garlic bread.

~--~---.,

\•4 f"i":•j

... then book on over to Mannie's. Whether it's breakfast,
lunch or dinner, you can rest assured that we've got a Master's
in all of 'em. We have just about everything you like, the way
you like it. And good? You bet. Our food "G.P.A." is a consistent
4.0. But the best part is that a meal at Mannie's won't cost you an arm
& a leg. And that leg won't get tired getting here, either. We're right on
the corner of Central & Girard SE. So, hit the books, then recharge at Mannie's.

$255

Breakfast Specials Mon. to Fri. Sam to 11 am

Lens Special!
135mm telephoto or 28mm wide angle

Only 9950

•

(.a..ner~~o'""'

We specialize
in vegetarian
Meals
Chef Salads,
Subs, etc.

Small Breakfast
Burrito
Scrambled Egg, Potatoes,
Green Chile, rolled in a flour
tortilla
Bacon or cheese $11 5
30~ extra

Ham&Egg
Sandwich
with a slice of cheese on an
onion roll

ALIIUQUfi'IQUf. NfW MOICO

e/eclUJil
.eTVice

SUB Sports
Stop

2900 Central SE 265-1669 Open6AM to 9PM, daily.

20% stude11t discount
East side of Student
Union Building
-

FOR ALL VOUR
CAMEFCA NEEDS

Big Breakfast
Burrito

ai.isfaction

3417 Central NE
524 Coronado Center
1617 Juan TaboNE

.... - .. . . _, " ............... .

' l

266-7766
883-5373
296-4888

2 scrambled eggs, 2 strips
of bacon, green chile, hash
browns, rolled in a flour lor·

tilla
cheese
30~ extra

AnySfyle
Breakfast
2 any style eggs, 2 strips of
bacon, potatoes, toast
and jelly
chile
30~ extra
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Sports
Brad Wright Looks to Win
I'uulu Ensley
SJl!lrls Editor

The I;H:c is familiar, it is seen on
commercials and on the
,·over ol' a mag:11inc. The number
lw wears is familiar, it is on
billb£HHds !Ill around town.
lie is not an actor or model, but
UNM quarterback, Brad Wright
who wear•; the number 15. A
number that will probably be
mentioned a lot this year.
tdcvi~ion

Senior political science major
Wright is looking towards a succc:,sful season, for himself and for
the team, but he is not chasing
rainbows.
"I
would li kc to play
professional football, all players
do. Yuu play football for so long, it
jmt h natural that you should go on
after cullcge. But I feel that
education is essentiaL I am getting a
free-ride here and I nm going to
take advantage of it,'' said the 6-2,
207 Wright.
Although there has been talk that
Wright could become an AllAmerican this year, it is not in his
game-plan.
"I. am not looking to be an AllAmcricnn this year, although
anyone could be on if they work
hard enough," he said.
Wh;tt Wright is looking for this
season is to win.
"I want to be good this season,
which means concentrating, being
poi~cd,
and executing plays
properly. It will be important that.l
mnkc no mistakes, however if I do
make mistakes, l will need to
correct them if possible, and if not

bounce back and make the next
play work. But most of alii want to
win," Wright said.
Last ~cason Wright got off to a
;trong start rushing for 91 yards in
46 carries and completing 39 of 67
passes for 371 yards but was
sidelined after the fourth game of
the season with torn knee ligaments
and had to undergo surgery.
"I had never thought about being
hurt before, because 1 feel that if
you think you are going to get hurt
you will. When it happened it was
very frustrating to me, all I could
do is watch," he said.
The knee has healed and so has
the frustration, because number 15
is more ready to start this season,
his fourth for the Lobos, than any
season in the past.
''I am going to go out and do this
season", said the quarterback who
enjoys playing his position.
Wright, who started last yenr, is
likely to be starting again this year.
There are three other quarterbacks
waiting to play the position.
Transfer Robbin Gabriel, David
Osborn, who stepped in arter
Wright was hurt last season, and
JimCappon.

t

- --- ...

thing, or something that would
bother me," Wright said.
Wright, who has been singled out
by the media as this year's biggest
star considers himself "just on of
the guys''.
''I do not think l am a big shot, I
do not think the other guys on the
team do either. Everybody on the
team gets along, it is sort of like a
family situation," he said.
"The attitude of the team has
changed this season, it is a more
relaxed attitude," said Wright who
explained the change is due to the
new coaching staff.
"It is not that they are easier on
us, but we do not feel as distant as
in other seasons," he said.
Wright is not taking for granted
that he will be the starting quarterback this season.
"You can never take anything
for granted. Once you do, that's
when you run into trouble," said
Wright.

Robin Gabriel (no. 12, above) hands the ball oft to walk-on
Kent Heckaman in UNM's filst scrimmage played on
Tuesday. Freshman runningback Denny Allen (no. 12, right)
draws some attention with this play as he jumps over
Garrett Taplin (no. 50). Rick Eidenschink (no. 82) watches on.
(Photos by Dick Kettlewell)

"I am playing football for my
personnal sa tis faction and because
it is a challenge. I am not trying to
impress anyone by playing football;
I enjoy it," Wright said,
Of the upcoming season Wright
"We have a good healthy is confident of himself, the coaches
situ~tion
here. There is no and the other players.
animosity between the quar"This team has more punch in
terbacks, everybody helps the other them than we are expected to.
guy out," Wright said.
There are a lot of players out there
lf there is any pressure on everyday working hard," Wright
Wright, he does not show it.
said.
"I am practicing hard, and 1 am
Wright smiled when this sports
putting pressure on myself to do editor wished him good-luck for the
well this season. But pressure is upcoming season and, with a bigger
good, it makes for a better athlete. I smile, said, "I hope we don't need
do not look at pressure as a bad luck."

BLANK'S
PARTYLINE FLORIST
Flowers for all occasions

3003 Central N E
in Bridal Village

UNMSTUDENT
HEALTH INSURANCE

266-9829
Hours: Mon·Thu. 9·6
Frt. 9·8

Open Enrollment Period now for all students carrying 6
or more hours. (Coverage for dependents of eligible
students also available.)

Sat.10·5

WELCOME
BACK

KEYSTONE LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY
2625 Pennsylvania NE Suite 200

At Reed's we offer all roll film and
darkroom supplies at 20% OFF list price.
Larger discounts are given on case lot items.

87110,884-6827

enrollment Period Ends
September 15, 1980

I

Come in, look around,
ask questions, take your time.
We're here to help your
photographic ambitions·
Whatever they may be.

20°/oOff

• The Finest in Natural Health Care Products

M C9ttdii18Q
r.cv ill~riw~iij~
10°/o OFF

COLOR
PROCESSING
IIY

Kodak

We are a professional
stockhouse dealer.
Special orders welcome.

helllta~vitamins

'*g~.).~
.·~
;)

.

10% Off publications with student tD

tkiddy-lwnt•r l'r11111 UN:\1)

~~~----------------------

8206
Menaul NE
Hoftmantown Shoppln{l Center

299•6644

2122 Central SE

. 243-1777

USED BOOKS - SAVE 25%

$17995
Includes Frame, 10 yr Lap Seam Mattress, 4 yr
Heater, Liner, Liner Strips, Decking, Pedestal, Fill
Kit.

Reg. $118.95

S1Q705

STUDENT PRICE

Alternatin• Community Centl•r

• Books must bear the SBS price mark, however they must be
free of all other marking; with pencil or ink. PLEASE NOTEIMPORTANT: Books returned after the designated return
date will be bought back at their fair used value, IF NEEDED·

Reg. $199.95

BASIC PAC

tookbooks-body therapy

• DEFECTIVE BOOKS WILL BE REPLACED
CHARGE and should be returned at once.

RUSTIC I

soaps-shampoos-toothpastes- Tiger Balm
• Over 200 Varieties of Herhal Teas & Blends
gilzse11g-bee pollen-herbal tablets & extracts
• A Complete Selection of Health-Uelated Books
hctba logy-diet-1111 trilioll-childbirth

• Refunds must be accompanied by our cash register
receipt. NO EXCEP110NS!I!

STUDENT PRICE

•

W[ OHIII

..,.,,.,,., Books must be returned

of classes.

BACK TO SCHOOL SPECIAL
30'ro off selected green plants

(with I. D. Card)

Processing

FEATURING:

VI~

TO UNIVERSITY STUDENTS

KODAK
remedios naturales

·=

To receive a 100% refund, the following conditions
must be met:

Your extra touch florist
serving albq. for over 20 years

Enroll at: UNM Cashier's Office; or Student Health Center
beginning Aug. 25,1980 on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays from 1·4pm.; or mail applications and payment to
the local representative's office at the address below. Visa
and Mastcrcharge accepted.

Alb., N.M.

SBSBOOK
RETURN POLICY

NEW SECOND LOCATION
close to UNM

RE!E!
CAMERA

Includes 10 yr Lap Seam
Mattress, 4 yr Heater,
Liner, Liner Strips,
Fill Kit, BED PLANS

4406 MENAUL NE

265·2108
266·6768

(near Washington)

j

'I

f
4
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:!
~

'I'
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Savings of 25% Ql'id moRE on UHm'alatg•at ••l•ctlon of USED '-Xt·
books. Shop •arl,y-avold long lin••· S.B.S. Ia 1tock•d NOW with th•
books and achool auppll•a ,you need. S.B.S. 1tocka a COmPLETE
a•l•ctlon of n•w & USED textbook1, and moRE:
TEXAS INSTRUmENT CALCULATORS
HEWLETT-PACKARD CALCULATORS
HALLmARK CAiiDS I GIFTS
mAPS
TECHNICAL lOOKS
SOLAR ENERGY IIEFEiiENC::E
UNm SOUVENIIIS
ENGINUIIJNG SUPPLIES

GENERAL &GIFT 800KS
T-SHIRTS, SHORTS, SPORTSWEAR
AliT SUPPLIES
STUDY RIDS: SCHAUMS, ARCO, 8ARIIOHS,
IAIINES & NOllE/COS,
mONARCH, IIIWIN, WILEY
cu~ss RINGs
SCHOOL SUPPLIES

ltUDENT looK SIOIE
2122 Central Se (across from UNm)

l'~gc
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Sports

New Mexico Union
Games Area
(in the basement of the SUB)
Program Events For August And September, 1980

AUGUST
TIME:
Aug. 25 Mon.
Aug. 26 Tues.
Aug. 28 Thurs.
Aug. 30 Sat.

Country Western Band- Nightwings Free 12:00- 2:00 PM
Space Invaders High Score $2.00 fee
3:00- 5:00PM
Table Tennis Tournament $2.50 fee
3:00- 5:00PM
Eight Ball Tournament $2.50 fee
11:00- 3:00 AM-PM

SEPTEMBER
Sept. 5 Fri.
Sept. 8 Mon.
Sept. 15 Mon.
Sept.18 Thurs.
Sept. 19 Fri.
Sept. 27 Sat.
Sept. 29 Mon.

Flea Market $3.00 fee
Darts 301 tournament $2.50 fee
Blues Band Alma Free
Table Tennis Tournament $2'.50 fee
Crafts Fair $5.00 fee
Eight Ball Tournament $2.50 fee
Rock and Roll Band Network Free

9:00- 6:00AM-PM
3:00- 5:00PM
12:00- 2:00 PM
3:00- 5:00PM
9:00- 5:00AM-PM
11:00 - 3:00AM-PM
12:00- 2:00PM

COME ON DOWN, COME ON DOWN,
NEW AMUSEMENT GAMES FOR RE.LAXING
SPACE INVADERS, ASTEROIDS, GALAXIAN AND RIP·OFF
f~ead

dates of tournaments and events. Start signing up 3 weeks before.
All tournaments will be open until tournament brackets are full and all tables sold
for flea market and crafts fair.
All events and tournaments are for students, faculty, staff, alumri and their families.

Phone 277•4506 for more details.

Intramural Activities

Position for W alk-Ons
The following UNM teams will
be holding team meetings this week.
Those interested in walking on to
the team should come to the
meetings,
Track - (women)-Tuesday and
Thursday, August 26 and 28,
Cari!sle Gym Room 115.
Gymnastics (men and
women)-Monday through Friday at
3:00 p.m., Carlisle Gym.
Basketball - (women)-Monday,
August 25, 1:45 p.m. at University
Arena.
Volleyball
(women)·
Thursday, August 28 at 3:00 p.m.
in Johnson Gym,
(women)-Wednesday,
Golf August 27 at 4:00 on the UNM
South Course.
Skiing ·- (men and women)Wednesday, August 27 at4:00 p.m.
in Johnson Gym room B38.
Swimming - (men and women)Wednesday, September 3 at 3:30
p.m. at the UNM pool.
Tennis - (women)-Wedncsday,
August 27 at 3:30 p.m. in Carlisle
Gym. Those interested in walking
on to the tennis team should have a
physical Tuesday night at 7:30 in
the athletic complex.
Softball - (women)-Thursday,
August 28 at 3 p.m. in Carlisle
Gym.
(men)-Tucsday
Baseball August 26 at 3 p.m. in room 142 of
the Athletic Complex.
Soccer - (men)-Tuesday and

Thursday August 26 and 28 at 5:30
p.m. at the South Campus Upper
Field.

The UNM Intramural Department is sponsoring a back-to-school
hoedown at 7 p.m. in the Johnson
Gym Arena on Saturday August 30,

Track Coach
Joins Staff

A mechanical bull, will also be in
the arena for students to ride for
only 50 cents. Students who show
up wearing hats will get in free.
Guests are $2.00.

North Tennis Courts
Monday, Wednesday--noon-! :00
August 27 the Intramural p.m.
Department is sponsoring a swim Monday and Wednesday--7:00
party at the UNM olympic pool. p.m.-dark
There is no admission charge for Tuesday and Thursday--6:30p.m.students. •
dark
Friday--3 :00 p.m.-dark
The recreation hours for the fall Saturday and Sunday--noon-dark
semester are as follows:

Del Hessell, formerly at Western
Kentucky University started his
duties as head coach of the UNM
men's track team August 15.
. The new coach was hired to
replace former coach Bill Silverberg
who resigned in June.
Hessell's plan for the track team
is to build a strong program. One
way he will do this is by recruiting
freshmen.
While at Western Kentucky for
four years the 39 year old Hessell
produced five All-Americans. Last
year Hessell's team was seventh in
the country.
Hessell was named cross-country
coach of the year in the Ohio Valley
Conference three times. He
coached previously at University of
Colorado for six years and at two
high schools in Colorado.
Hessel! had track expirience as a
member of the Colorado State
University team. He ran the 100 in
9.8 seconds and the 200 in 21.6
seconds.
In addition to coaching, Hess ell
is the author of two running books.

Johnson Gym Main Arena
Monday through Friday--noonl:OOp.m.
Monday, Wednesday., Friday--5:30
p.m.-9:15p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday--5:45 p.m.-9:15
p.m.
Saturday and Sunday--noon-4:45
p.m.
Auxiliary Gym
Monday, Wednesday, Friday--4:00
p.m.-9:15p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday--3:30 p,m.-9:15
p.m.
Saturday and Sunday--noon-4:45
p.m.
Weight Room
Monday, Wednesday, Friday-noon-1:00 p.m. and 5 p.m.-9:15
p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday--S p.m.-9: 15
p.m.
Saturday and Sunday--noon-4:45
p.m.

Red River Race Scheduled
If long distance bicycle riding eluding a slow ride contest and the
appeals to you, and your legs can Bobcat Pass Time Trials, to get
pedal over two mountain passes, riders in shape for the long ride on
Budweiser's 3rd Annual Enchanted Sunday. Trophies and other awards
Circle-Wheeler Peak Century Tour will be presented Saturday afshould be just what you're looking 1tcrnoon at a Budweiser time-out
for.
party.
Beginning in the northern New
"We want to emphasize that this
Mexico mountain village of Red is a fun tour, not racing," Miller
River (elev. 8750), the 100 mile tour said.
proceeds mostly downhill for first
Anyone can enter, although
40 miles, passing Taos and swinging those under 18 must have their
east to Palo Flechado Pass (9101) parents
signature
on
the
on U.S. 64, to Angel Fire and Eagle registration form. The registration
Nest, and topping out on Bobcat forms are available at the Chamber
Pass (9820) for the downhill run of Commerce office on Main Street
back to Red River.
until 8 a.m. on Sunday.
Tour director John Miller is
looking for more than 200 riders to
make the trip this year.
"Advance
registrations
are
People
running way ahead of 1979," Miller
start pollution.
said.
Last year, 178 riders from four
People
states signed up for the 5-7 hour
ride that circles Wheeler Peak, New
can stop it.
Mexico's highest mountain.
Activities for the two•day event
begin Saturday, September 6, with
,.•. Keep America Beautiful
some riding events in town, in"~':'- 99 Patk Alfcr....,c New Yon'(. N y_ hl016

UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
RUGGED INDIVIDUALISTS
• Navy has a limited number of open·
ings available for Officers for its famed
Underwater Demolition/Sea Air and
Land Teams (UDT/SEAL).
• Will train in scuba diving,
parachuting, explosives and small
arms handling.
• College grads to age 35. Very
physically fit. US Citizens only.
• Excellent pay/benefits, Package/
bonus for special duty/extensive paid
travel.
CONTACT: Officer Programs
P.O. Box 8667
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87108
OR CALL: 766·2335

East Tennis Courts
Monday and Wednesday--7:00
p.m.-dark
Friday--3:00-dark
Tuesday and Thursday--6:30 p.m.dark
Saturday and Sunday--7:00 p.m.dark

Handball Courts
Monday, Wednesday, Friday-noon-! :00 p.m.
Tuesday, Thursday--12:15 p.m.2;00 p.m.
Saturday and Sunday--noon- 4:45
p.m.
Carlisle Gym
Monday through Friday--7:00
p.m.-9:15p.m.
Saturday and Sunday--noon- 4:45
p.m.
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MUST BE PICKED UP ACCORDING TO
THE FOLLOWING SCHEDULE:
THIS INCLUDES BEOG, SEOG, NDSL,
HEALTH PRO~""'ESSIONS, NURSING,
Scholarships, and New Mexico Student Loan
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Financial Aid Disbursement
Fall Semester 1980
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00
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*00

Augmt 25, 1980 , . , . , , , •. , , . , • , , , , , . , . , , , • , , . , . , . , , ,
August26,1980,.,,,,,,., .. ,.,,,.,,,,.,,,,,.,, .. ,,.
August 27, 1980 , • , , , , , , , , •• , . , , , , . , , , , , , , . , . , , , , , , ,
August 28,1980 , , , , • , , , , , , , , . , . , , . , • , , , , , . , , , • , , , , ,
August 29, 1980 • , • , , , • , • , , , , , , • , , .. , , . , , •• , .. , , , , , ,

00
~

585-13-0000 to 585-35-\199\J
000-00-0000to217-70-999!l
585-36-0000 to 585-59-9\J\19
552-00-0000 to 585-12-9999
450-00-0000 to 525-08-9999
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~
~

oo

w

w
~

Sept. 2.1980. , • , , . , , •• , • , . , • , , ... , •.... , .. , ...... , . 217-71-0000 to 449-99-9999
Sept. 3, 1980 , , .. , .• , • , , , . , , .•...• , .. , .. , , .. , . , . , , , 585-79-0000 to 999-99-9999
Sept. 4,1980 , , • , ...... , , . , , . , ..... , ...... , • , ...... 585-60-0000 to 585-78-999!)
Sept. 5, 1980 .• , , .... , , , , , ....• , , .. , .• , ... , , . , ..• , .• 525-09-0000 to 551-99-!1999
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Swimming Pool
Monday through Friday--7:00
a.m.-3:30 p.m. and 5:30 p.m.-9:00
p.m.
Saturday and Sunday--noon-4:45
p.m.

Colson Hires
New Coach
UNM Head basketball Coach
Gary Colson named a new assistant
coach to his staff on Friday.
Dave Edmonds is leaving a job
with the IBM company to fill the
vacancy left by former coach Bob
That e.
Edmonds' coaching and playing
experience includes coaching the
women's basketball team at West
' Georgia for a year and leading
, Vincennes (Ind.) Junior College to
: a national title, and West Georgia
College to the NAJA championship.
Edmond's main duty at UNM
will be recruiting and he says that
the possibility of UNM being put
on probation will serve as a
' challenge to him.
Edmonds is only the second
black basketball assistant at UNM.
The first was under former head
. Coach Norm Ellenburger.
. But Edmonds does not believe
that his being black had anything to
do with getting the job. He says
that he was hired because he was
the best person for the job.
· The 21-year old Edmond is a
na.tive of New York City.

Contains the drug information you need to know ...
over 10,000 products listed .. .
a handy complete reference .. .
Pharmacy, medical, nursing studehts ... you need
FACTS, the most current, complete, objective
reference for prescription and ore drugs
available. Contains comprehensive information,
comparisons on over 10,000 drugs, each grouped
according to its therapeutic category. Used by
healthcare professionals everywhere. SAVE 25%
for your very own FACTS now ... in Bound or
Monthly Updated Loose·leaf.

-------------------------------------NEW

Use this coupon to order your Facts and Comparisons
25% STUDENT DISCOUNT (Not a subscription renewal notice)

YES! Please send me:

Signature---------------------

0 The
Loose-leaf
Editionupdates)
(includes
11 monthly

..
.
$72.00 Reg., STUDENT DISCOUNT@ $51.75

0 The 1981 Annual Bound Edition (r.o updates)

$51.00 Reg., STUDENT DISCOUNT @ $36.00

\!~Name

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ MaJor _ _ _ _ _ _ __

~School_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

§Your Address
o.

Method of Payment
C Check enclosed for$
.
Missouri residents add 4.625% sales tax .

0 Charge my purchase

""

to credit card number on right.

City

-~~----~---·
------State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ Phone _ _ _ _ __

VISA/Master Charge number

I I I I I I. I I I I I I
Credit card
expiration date

(MC only) The four numbers o.n my 1
card above my name are: '--_.___.____._____,

Facts and Comparisons, Inc. 111 West Port Plaza, Dept. 71, St. Louis, Missouri 63141, (314) 878·2515

1

STUDENTS NOTE: 25% discount on student orders. MUST be prepaid and enclose nonreturnable photocopy of
.
your
student.
i.d. or ot.her p· roof of student status with. remittance or credit ca.rd numb. er.
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Mexico Gives Use of Facilities

A N:\TIONAL & INTEHNATIONAL JOB MAGAZINE/DIRECTOHY: WITH A HESUME CIRCULATION SEHVICE:
WE MAll. MONTHLY TO 20,000, COMPANIES HOSPITALS,
HEALTH CAHE SEHVICES, EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS,
AND MANY OTIIEHS.
Seniors, Mid-term graduates --- Summer Internships --- Summer
employment.
We know the companies and we know where the jobs are nationally.

WE WILL CIHCULATE YOUH HESUME TO COMPANll£S WE
KNOW CAN USE YOUH. TALENTS.
·wE G UAHANTEE INTERVIEWS, OR A COMPLETE REFUND.
Olm FEE s30.00, PAYABLE TO THE NATIONAL JOB OPPOHTllNITY, MONEY ORDEH OR CASHIERS CHECK, ONLY.
FOHW AHD ONI Jy ONE COPY OF YOUR RESUME, PLEASE.
405 ORTIZ, N.E. (STE-2), ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
87106, 505-265-7764
IT IS NOT TOO EARLY TO STARTTIIATJOBSEARCH.

UNM Continuing Education
Community College Fall1980
Non-Credit Programs

The academic director of a
system of 48 technical institutes in
Mexico has offered UNM use of
facilities at one of the system's
schools for a studies center in
Mexico.
Associate Provost for Community Education Alex Sanchez
said the offer was made by Jesus
Teber Rodriguez of the Institutos
Technologicos R~gionales during a
bi-natiom:l planning conference
coordinated by UNM in Acapulco.
"I believe a Mexican site for a
new studies center would appeal to
a broad spectrum of UNM
students," Sanchez said, "lt would
be more cost effective for students
in terms of travel costs, it would
enchance our relations with Mexico
and it would be beneficial to UNM
students and faculty. The Institutos
are very willing to provide us with
the facilities,"

The conference brought together
officials from American colleges
and officials of the Mexican
technic<~! institutes located along
the U.S.-Mexican border.
It was the third meeting of the
group, which was formed in 1979 to
promote educational and cultural
exchanges.
Sanchez said he and Tebar
that
the
instituto
believe
technologico in Queretaro, a city of
200,000 people located in south
central Mexico, would be a
desirable site for a studies center.
"Queretaro is in the heart of the
historic Spanish colonial region,"
Sanchez said. "It is a modern
industrial city that is near Mexico
City and Morella. The technical
institute there is the headquarters

Reagan Doubts
Evolution Theorv•

for all the research and development facilities of the system.''
He said he will discuss the
proposal with officials of UNM's
Latin American Institute and hold a
follow up meeting with Mexican
officials in September.
During the Acapulco conference
Sanche~ also announced that UNM
will donate surplus property
consisting of science laboratory
equipment and office equipment to
the Mexican technical institutes.
All of the materials being
donated were declared surplus by
the Board of Regents.
He said future donations of
similar equipment may also be
made to the institute.
Dr. Manuel Justiz, a coordinator
of the Bi-national Planning and
Collaboration Program, said, "The
Acapulco conference really added
to
the
consolidation
and
strengthening of ties between
participants from both sides of the
border. The Mexican and American
school officials have really learned
to care about each other and they
are very aware of the need for good
will and cooperation between
Mexico and the U.S."
Three more partner schools
announced agreements for formal
cooperation during the conference.
They were Laredo Junior College
of Texas and the Piedras Negras
tcchnologico; Texas Southmost
College of Brownsville and the
Matamoros technologico; and
Cochise College of Arizona and the
Nogales technologico.
Sanchez said, "I believe
Americans need to look at Latin
America, and particularly Mexico,
with different colored glasses. We
can't view Mexico as quaint and
interesting, but as an emerging,
vibrant industrial nation. That's
why I believe it is important for
UNM to send not only its language
students to study in Mexico but also
our engineers, educators, business
majors and all other interested
students. Mexico is very important
to UNM, New Mexico and the
nation."

DALLMt(UPI) -Ronald Reagan
said Friday he doubted the validity
of the theory of evolution and he
has captured the "Christian vote"
from President Carter because the
president ''wore his religion on his
sleeve.''
The Republican presidential
nominee made the remarks at a
news conference before addressing
a convention of politically conAlbuquerque families are needed
servative "born-again" Christians.
to participate in a friendship
Asked if he supports the teaching program for international students
of the theory of evolution in public who will attend UNM this fall.
schools, the former California
Edith Treadwell, assistant to the
governor said scientists now are director of International Programs
doubting the theory and if and Services, said, "The program is
evolution is taught in public a way for students to get to know
schools, the biblical version of the local residents who can provide
origin of human life should also be them with friendship and help them
taught.
to adjust to living in a new coun"Well it's a theorY," Reagan try.' •
said. "It's a scientific theory only
"The relationship enables both
and in recent years has been the student and the family to share
challenged in the world of science.
their cultural backgrounds and
He said he had "a great many customs-''
questions" about the theory. "I
More information is available
think recent discoveries down from Treadwell at 884-7561 or from
through the years have pointed up OIPS at 1717 Roma N.E., on the
great flaws in it.''
UNMcampus.

Friends Program
Seeking Families

CARPET, CARPET, CARPET
Install Yourself & Save
Fix Up Your Room Comfortably
$20.00 & up Carpet Remnants

CASH & CARRY WAREHOUSE

•

·Z17-3751
For a Catalogue
of Classes.

The Southwest's Center
for Continuing Education

Most classes begin Sept. 8-12

1710 Central SE 243·2131
Tuesday· Saturday 10 a.m.· 5 p.m.

Turkey Track
Riding Stable
Rentals hv hour or cia v
Horses trained and h11arded
Well traine<l h11rses in excellent <.~onditilln
Hiding lessuns hv group 11r private
2 l'ur I with coupon.Mondav !hru Fridav
'l81-li72 •
1-40 east lu Sedillu exit !lSI) I mile east on right

Campus Briefs
A survey course on the Indians of New Mexico is offered this fall by
UNM's anthropolo~y ?epartment. Th~ 200-level course, open to all interested s~udents, Will mclude perspectives on .the Indians' history, social
organizatwn, economy, health and education,
"This course is like wine tasting," said Professor Anita Alvarado who
is teaching the course. "I've selected topics to acquaint students with the
kinds of things that anthropologists are interested in concerning Indians of
New Mexico. I'm going to use as much Indian-generated material as 1 can
during the semester.''
Alvarado said the course will be an attempt to mesh an Indian anthropological perspective with that of non-Indian studies.
"I'll use a lot of material that's not well known," she said. "For instance, when we discuss Indian arts, I plan to use English literature written
by Indians rather than pots and rugs to show that New Mexico's Indians
are good with their minds as well as their hands,''
Many anthropology courses on Indians tend to view Native Americans
as cultural isolates, she said, but the perspective of her course will be that
they are a people living in a modern, complex society.
"I plan to look at Indian contributions to American and Mexican life
and their effects on these two societies which have dominated them in the
past," Alvarado said.
Among other issues to be covered in the course are Indian languages,
oral history, modern social organization, environmental and· health
considerations. The course will also examine the relationships between
tribal economics and the U.S. economy and the changing relationships
among the Indians of New Mexico and the Southwest.
The class will meet on Tuesday and Thursday mornings at 9:30. There
are no prerequisites for the three-hour course.

Professor Edits Smithsonian Volume
Abandonment of pueblos and cliff dwellings in the Four Corners region
during the 13th century, one of the most puzzling events of the pre-history
of North America, is explored in a new Smithsonian Institution book
edited by a UNM professor.
Anthropology Professor Alfonso Ortiz is the editor of "Southwest "
volume nine of the Smithsonian's 20 volume "Handbook of No/th
American Indians."
The book, wh!ch contains articles by 50 historians and anthropologists,
focuses on the h1story and culture of the contemporary Pueblo people of
the Southwest.

Ten Speed Tune Up

only StO.OO

LU ~HFM KNOW YOU WANT TO
KEEP HEARING FROM MILTON
ContQct us at

N e~ Course on Local Indians Offered

(offer good lhru 9·5-80)

3222 Central SE

265-1096., 898·0584

'

Art Faculty Displays Works at Museum
A display of recent creative work by 23 members of the studio art faculty
ofUNM 's department of art are on display in the University Art Museum.
The 56 works- presented in the 1980 version of this atmual exh.ibition
~ndude paintings, drawings, prints, photographs, sculptures, ceranucs and
Jewelry.
The artists presented are: Nick Abdalla, Jane Abrams, CJint_on Adams,
Oaro Z. Antreasian, Timothy App, Thomas F. Barrow, Patnck Clancy,
Hoyt Corbett, Robert Ellis, Elen Feinberg, Betty Hahn, James L. Jacob,
Aaron Karp, Wayne R. Iazorik, Ralph Lewis, William J. Lucas, ~oily
Mason, Harry Nadler, Margaret Newman, Carl E. Paak, Susan R1cker,
Sam Smith, John Sommers and Gwen. Widmer.
With more than 4() faculty members, the department of art at UNM is
described as one of the largest and most prestigious in the Southwest.. . .
The faculty exhibition will remain on view through Sept. 28. A pnce hst
of works available for purchase is at the ~useum'~ sales desk.
.
The University Art Museum, located m the Fme Arts Center, 1s open
Tuesday through Friday from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. and 7to 10 p.m., Saturday
and Sunday from 1 to S p.m.
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BALLROOM DANCING

INTERNATIONAL STYLE- Group lessons covt>ring Impt'rial Soeit>Ly
Amateur medal test requirements and preparation for proft'ssional Exams.
Special rates to those amateur medallists who art' alreadv Lt•adling. We haw
maintained a 100% pass record for twenty years.
·
Info. call 265-48DO.

c•

L

Be A Winner ...

A sz05°0
Valut'.

See whv RPN and Hewlett-Packard
arc the.professional's choice ...
for problems like yours.
Be a winner with HP.

No purehnw r<'quitwl to entt•r.
Wimwr •wed not he Jll't'"'nt.

Drawing Au~mt 215 at Holman';,

HI' & '11 representatives willlx•

pr~·senl Aug.

28th, !J-5

HEWLETT
PACKARD
regular
price
lll'-32E St•icnt.ific with StatiMics
IIP-33C I'rogrmnm;lhll' Scientific
with C<Hltinuuu~ memon·
HI'-34C Advanced Progrn~nnahlt•
Sdcntific with eontinuous
nten1ory
1 ll'-3iE Bu~int•ss
HI'-38G Advanced Financial
Programmable with
conlinucms memory
HP-4IC Alphanumeric Full
Performance l'rogrammahlc
with continuous memory

Grant to Expand Harwood Foundation
U.S. Sen. Pete Domenici announced in Washington last week that UNM
has recieved a $120,000 grant from the Economic Development
Administration (EDA).
The money will be used to renovate the vacant Alcalde Building in Toas
to be used as a community center incorporated into UNM's Harwood
FoundationRenovation will begin around Dec. I, according to James Levy, director
of Harwood. The renovation should be completed around June I.
The center will offer much needed classrooms and meeting rooms to the
Toas community, and an outreach library program providing books for
those in hospitals, jails and for homebound people.
The center will also house a curator's office, a museum workshop and
photographic darkroom.
The estimated cost of the project is $150,000, to which UNM will
contribute $30,000.
Harwood was last renovated in late 1977, also as a result of an EDA
grant. Added to the foundation at that time was a children's librarY, offices, work rooms and staff facilities.
The Harwood Foundation itself contains a collection of Taos paintings,
an auditorium and the Toas Public Library.
The foundation has been a significant cultural and architectural landmark since the first buildings were constructed in the early 1860's.

268-3949
a

Amoung the volume's contributors are UNM anthropologist Linda
Cordell and Arizona State University anthropologist Fred Plog. They
surveyed more than a century of archeological research into causes for the
abandonment of dwellings at Mesa Verde, Canyon de Chelly, Chaco
Canyon and other sites in the Four Corners area.
Cordell and Plog point out that most efforts to explain the Anasazi
migration from their homeland have focused on factors such as disease,
irl\'asion, warfare and climate change.
There is evidence to support these theories during the abandonment
period, the scholars say, but they argue that these factors do not explain
why other people living in the same area survived similar problems.
Thomas Harney of the Museum of Natural History, a reviewer of the
new volume, said, "What actually happened, evidence suggests, is that the
Anasazi met with disaster because their growing population depleted its
available natural resources."
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Miss having

MILTON FOR BREAKFAST!
MILTON'S BEEN FIRED.

12750
HP-34C
5

Ill'!

prit·c

$70.00
$110.00

$59.50
S9:l.50

SI50.tKI

S12i.50

Si5.00
$150.00

$63.50
134..50

$295.00

$265.50

regular
$150.00

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS
INCORPORATED

'11 :lO-SP Student slide-rule
calculal!lr UJld book combinatimt
'11 :J5-Sl' Studmit .Jimlinc
U:D sli<oc-rule calculator
with cllnstant ntcmon· feature
'11-50 Slim line LCD caltulat11r with
statistics and constant tnenwrv
'11-55 Advanced slide-rule
•
calculator with statistit'li
'll-58C Ad•·ant-cd Programmable ealt,llalorwith
solid state software libran

Tl-59 Advanced Program- ·
mabie calculator with
SC11id stdle software lihrarv
and magnetic card storag~
Tl HA-l husincss/Finandal
calculator

regular
pncc

special
student
net price

$22.00

$14.95

$25.00

$1.9.95

$40.00

$34JJ5

$40.00

$31.95

$!30.00

$99.95

$300.00

$249.95

$25.()()

$19.95

regular
$40.00

HDLMAN'Si
401 WYOMING NE • 285•7981
QualitY products for the World of Science, Engineering & Business.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
• • • • AMERICAN• ;EXPRESS
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Arts
Light Musical Comedy
Rests On Choreography
Leslie J>onovan
Amid a blaze of flaming batons,
hula-hoops, jugglers, acrobats and
magic
tricks
Pippin,
the
Albuquerque Civic Light Opera
Association's latest production,
opened last weekend at Popejoy
Hall.
An extremely entrancing musical
comedy originally directed on
Broadway by Bob Fosse, Pippin is a
poignant work which blends the
medieval and modern world with
charming results,
'"

The Musical Comedy "PIPPIN" Now At Popejoy. (Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

THE MOST POPULAR SIGNS
IN BASEBALL.

Written by Roger 0. Hirson with
extaordinadly beautiful music and
lyrics by Stephen Schwartz, Pippin
searches for meaning and magic in
a world full of ugliness and
disillusionment.
Unfortunately,
however,
ACLOA's is a decidedly mixed
production.
The strength of ALCOA's
production is in its staging and
technical design, while disappointingly the efforts of the actors
often result in weak, unsatisfying
performances.
UNM student, Sam Sparacino is
good, though not extremely so, in
the title role and would have been
much stronger if other key actors
had been able to fulfill their roles to
the maximum.
The lead player, a kind of
theatrical master of ceremonies part
made famous by Ben Vereen, is
played by Harold Whitaker and is
by far the most demanding and
vital role in this production.
Sadly, in a role that demands
stage charisrna, Whitaker is not
able to exert enough theatrical
power necessary to control his
audience, his role or his music.
Veteran ACLOA performer,
Mike Jaramillo gives a fine and
more than adequate performance as
Charlemagne as does Todd Pink as
Pippin's step-brother Lewis.
Jay Grout, delightful as Pippin's
girlfriend Catherine, exhibits nice
vocal control as well a as good sense
of demands inherent in musical
comedy acting.
LaVonne Caranta as Granny
rouses the audience with a wonderfully exuberant sing·a-long
scene, while Jeanne Shannon's
UNM dance experience is evident in
her role as Fastrada, Pippin's
scheming step-mother.
Choreography
by
Cecilia
Jaramillo, with lots of Fosse-style
movements, is the high point of this
production.
Lighting by Bradford Booth,
technical design by Christopher
Stromme and costumes by Robin
Hubert are all highly effective as is
an abbreviated orchestra, featuring
an electric piano, under the
direction of Kim Thompson.
Pippin will be presented again
Aug. 29 and 30 and Sept. 5 and 6 at
8:00 p.m. with a matinee on Sept. 7
at 2:15 p.m. Tickets range from $4
to $9. Call 277-3121 for more information.

Concert Business Depressed Last Year, Future Looks Better
Bob Griffin
Arts Editor
[t has been ten years since the
ASUNM Popular Entertainment
Committee promoted its first event.
It was a two act concert headlined
by "Cream" and featured a new,
relatively unkown band named
"Led Zepplin."
Since that turbulent time just ten
years ago, PEC and the music
industry in general, have witnessed
many changes in the, sometimes
fickle, concert going public. In fact,
according to Joe Cicero, who is the
head of the Popular Entertainment
Committee, this past year was one
of the strangest he remembers.
"In one year, we usually do
about half a miJlion dollars worth
of business,and that's fairly busy,"
Cicero said about the local New
Mexico market. "But last year was
the worst in history at UNM." he
added.
"Usually the conert business isn't
really affected by an economic
recession," Cicero stated. That
wasn't the case this past year
though.
According to Cicero the "concert
reccession'' started about January
when "ZZ Top" played at Tingley

Coliseum. The turn out was not as
high as expected and that's out of
the ordinary, becuse solid, heavy
rock and roll is the strength of the
industry. Then this April, "Ted
Nugent," who had set an
Albuquerque record a year before
with the fastest ticket sell-out,
didn't get a big turn out. June saw
"Hall and Oates"; they reportectly
sold only about 1000 tickets.
Cicero agreed that the gas crunch
and the recession together were the
main causes of the slump. "In the
old days people went at concerts a
lot more often" he said, "now the
public is more selective",
And since the artists are asking
for more money the price of tickets
must reflect this. However, local
variables have to be considered.
According
to
Cicero,
the
Albuquerque market can't support
ticket prices much higher than
$8.50 or $9.00 for a one or two act
show. So, by keeping the ticket cost
as low as possible, more can be
sold.
What does the present and future
look like? Cicero feels that the
industry is beginning to come out of
the "concert recession." Ticket
sales are improving and several
events are planned.

The Student Union organization
plans to offer more than ever
before in the way of student entertainment this semester,
Introduced this year is a movie
program for the SUB theatre that
includes showings on Monday,
Tuesday and Sunday besides the
traditional weekend shows,
Parties on campus with musical
entertainment are scheduled

Pass

starting at the beginning of the
semester. Musical entertainment
will also be on hand during the
lunch hour in the SUB in various
dining rooms.
Also this semester the "Subway
Station" opens Saturday, August
30 at 9 p.m. for those students who
like to dance to live bands but
aren't old enough to get into
establishments serving alcohol.

• of tHQ UNM su,J from 9AM
1 '4PM"on Augtst 21, ~~. 25, 26,
and 28, 1980:" ·
Semester Pass* ............ $36.00
Commuter Pass
calendar month) $13.00

Returning Students As!!Oclatlon - Orientation for
students alder Ihan a"·c:tngc. Aticnd an)' one session:
Wednesday, Aug. ::!7. 7 to 9ft.m<~ in the Ki.,.a. At~ot

'· 1980 M11ter 13rew•ng Co Milwaukee W1s

Thursday, Aug. 28, noott to 2 p.m., in the Student
Union Building. For further fn(orrnatioh call 2773361.
UNM Choral - Join one: of UNM's fin~ choral
ensamblc.~ (canct:n choir and uni\icrsity choral). Sec
Pror. John M. Clark in Room 1116 of the Fine Arts
Center for placement intt:tvicws. Monday, Aug. 25,
Tuesday. Aug. :i6 and Wednesday, Aug. 17 from 10
a.m. to S (l.m. Open to all students and acadclilic
credit available.
SlnM lfilndel's MeRshib- with !he UNM Chorus and
Orchestra in December. Join the Ulll\-'ersity Chorus
now. Open to all UNM studcms Md starr. Rehearsals
arc held every Tuesday, e\lening from 7:30 p.m. to
9:30 Jj.m. in toom U-117 of the Fine Arts Center.
No auditiom--jusl come to rehcr\als! Academic
credit I~ avnilt~blc. F\ts.t tehcars::~.l ~~Aug. 26.
Spedol VIII AI.1'11A TIIETA M"lln~- will be hctd
on Tuesday, Scptr:ntbcr2 at 3:30p.m. in the History
Ocpt. muhi·I'Hifj'lo~c rm. All interested persons and
tnctitbcrs please attend.
ECKANKAit pre'itnts a free discussion
11
Ttavclling lht!: Wo~lds ncyond" nt 7:30 p.ni. in
rudr'ttl53 oftheS.u.n ..
Temini 1S (hgunh:atldnal - meeting on Tuesday.
Aug. 26 at 7p.m. In room 231 D of Ihe S.LI.11. All
tenants arc urged to nttclid. ta11271-2751
(Juhlle Interest Re$carch Group ~ mcctuig on
Wcdnc\Uay, Aug. 21 at5 !'l.m, in room 1051 in Mesa
Vi~ra Itall, The ptrblk is mvit<!d. taii271-27S7.
A II 'rrallhlu:wd I ~ Please emile to the (irst meeting
lH the ~car nt the s.u.n., room 140 rtt 1 p.ttl on
luc~day, Aug. 26.
Stndcn_l~ fur Andcr:ion .,_ __ holdr; mcctingt: "t 2110
n:ntrrtl A\·c., cv~ry Wed. 111 6 Tl.ln. There i~ ali
altcrimth·c In CnncrH.ca~om.
'fin~ Nallnrttd thicnno Ht:allh Or~esrtlzatlon -Invites
nrc-health ~tudt'i'U'i to orientation meeting Thursday,
Aug. 2R at 7 p.nt. ii1 room 303 at Medlen! School
(nortlt ~.:antpml nn~lcMctlrcaiSdcncc Bldg,
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So the future looks brighter than
it has in the past nine mmllhs ;utd
hopefully for the concert going
people in Albuquerque it will stay
that way,

STUDENT
SALE
AUG. 25 • SEPT. 6

ASA125

35MM 36 EXPOSURE

$2.08 EA
ASA400
2929 \Vlonte Vista Blvd. N.E. Albuquerque, New Mexico 87106 (505) 265-3562

--------------------·

be in the uatUII

Tcnativc plam for the "Cars" to
perform in October, "Frank
Zappa", "Linda Rondstat" and
"J onn Armatrading" arc all
pending.

"HERE IT IS IN
BLACK & WHITE"

Many SUB Events Planned

!:=:GL=~
="=,·=~=ip=r='t'i=:te=e=]

LITE BEER FROM MILLER.
EVERYTHING YOU ALWAYS WANTED
IN ABEER. AND LESS.

Besides the Dynamic Production,
Stadium Jam 80 on Aug. 31, Joe
Cicero and ASUNM PEC have
"Van Halen" and "Emmy Lou
Harris" scheduled in Septem bcr.

Pa~<·

;>.o, :--lew

llailv I ob<l,

M<'XI<:o

1\u~·u·.t

2'\, l'JXIJ
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Arts
Orchestra
Will Hold
Audition

There are five concerts planned
!he lJ NM oro.:hcstra will he
holding audition., Tuesday and ror the upcoming season. All
Wedne~day for positions in the pcrfomances are at Popejoy Hall at
8:15 p.m., except one special
upc"ming year.
The audition; are open to all Christmas season performance of
part-time and full-time students. the Messiah on Dec. 6 at the San
The po~itions arc all for winds, Felipe Church in Old Town.
percussionists, and new string
Call Harold Weller at 277-2815 in
players who did not play last year.
the Fine Arts Buildi

A117.98 List LP's • 5.19
All Higher List LP's • 1.00 OFF

Arts and Activities

Used Records 6 Tapes $1.99·$3.50
All Guaranteed Against Defects

Art Shows

ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
Best Foreign Film 1979

Jonson Gallery- Raymond Jonson's Thirt)'•first A1mualSummer Exhibition conlinues througl;l. Aug,
2S at 1909 Las lomas: N.E. Gallery hours: noon to 6 p.m. Free.
Mariposa Gallery -Tapestries by Janus-~ and Nancy Kozikowski and metal by Luis Mojica, at the
g~llcry, lll Romero ~J.W. Show continues through Aug. 31.
TradltlonRI PMintlngs - by Geraldine Guitierrez and Gilbert Atencio, Nativf; American artists, on

Used Records and Tapes
Bought and Sold

display Aug. 2 to Sept. 14 at the indian Cultural Center, 2401 12th St. N.W.
Thf Frcd'l!rick Weisman Company Collection of Callromla Art- On display _now through Oct. IS at
the Albuquerque Museum. Hours: Monday through Friday, 10 a.m. I.;~ 5 p.m. Saturday and Sum;lay, I

Open: 10·10 Mon. • Sat.
11·8 Sunday

to sp.m.

UNM Art Show ~ The UNM Art Students AS'Sociation Gallery will open their first show of the year
with an_ exhibition entitled 1 ' 10 Albuql!trque Independents.'' The opening reception will be at6 p.m.,
Aug, 25. The sllow will include paintings, works on paper and consruction and will be on display
lllrough Sept. 12. The ASA Gallery h located in the bascmc;nt of the UNM Student Union Building and
is open between II a.m. and 4 p.m .. Monday through Friday. Admission is free,

Activities
Crtfls: Demon!Jratlons- Saiurdays, 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., at the Indian Cultural Center, 2401 12th St.
N.W, Also, Pueblo dances on Saturday and Sunday, 1 and3:30 p.m., through Sept. 1.
Singles Aduli J.abor Day Rctrrat - starts at 6:00 p.m. with dinner at Glorietta Baptist Church on
Friday August 29. Fof more. informalion call Bob Foster with ''Christian Singles'' at ~96·2477,
\'emenlte, Chassldh: and Israeli Folk Dance Work!ihop- New choreographies and music from lsracl,
taught by Cynthia Goldblatt. Place; Manzano Day School, 1801 Central N.W. Dates: Sept. 6 and7, 2
to 4 p.m. and1:30 to 9:30p.m., with party -i~Rd review. 510 weekend: SJ.SO ptr session. Call255-6637
for further information.
Easieill European and Middle Eutl'm Folkdam::e Courx- with Cynthia Goldblatt. Starts Sept. 10.
Ten weeks, Sl2. Call271~3751 or 255·6637 for further information.
Slllle fJ&Ir- Tlckcu: arc now on sale, 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., at Oate No.4 (San Pedro NE}. They include
reserved seats for the AII·Star Rodeo, the 14th ~nual Spanish Heritage Show and the 17-day pari·
mutuel horse racing meet.
YMCA Dante Workshop- There wilt be one class in modern dance which will meet for five weeks. It
is a beginning clas5 and will start Aug. 30. It will be from 10:30 a.m. to 12;30 p.m. For more In·
(ormation caii243-4S71.
Feria A.rtes:ana - Hispano artists will participate in the rirst "feria Artcsana" at Tisuex Park,
Mountain Road and 19th St. N.W. on Aug. 23 and 24. All artists will be present during the two-day
event.

( urllhlll
l'rc,c-nt~o,

Tinorum

Super-Special • Blank Tape
Maxell UD 90 • 3.50 each
Cars • Panorama • 5.69
Honeysuckle Rose· 9.89

Competition

l'rndun·d h1 I R y·,; \Ill/. VOl 1\1·1{ SC IIUlSI>ORI+ and ·\'-MULl· 1),\l ~1.\ ....
b1 \'01 KIU \(Ill O.... IXlRH lli!wd un "Ill!· II'- I>Rl \I" h1 (;l "'IHHiR.\S~
\..,,:reennl."l h1 Jt..\ .... ( l ·\l Ill <.\llRII·RI·. \'OlKI·R ...( fll 0"-lXlRI+
Sldh Annual Poet!')' Competition - A· Sl ,000 grand prize and 49 other cash prizes or merchandise
award'i arc offered by World or Poetry, a quarterly newsleuer ror poets, for poems all styles on any
subject. Rules and orficial entry forms .are availa"blc from World of Poetry, 2431 Stockton Blvd.,
Department N, Sacramento, CA 95817.

or

Music
l\e11er Hall Series- Morton Scoenfeld, Piano. Lecture-Recital. J. S. Bach~s Goldbrrg Varl111lonsand
the newly discovered fourtcrn Canons Aug. 27, 8:1~ p.m. 'rickets: $2 g~:nC:ral admission; $1 faculty,
staffnnd '.Ienior dtizemi S.SO students. Call277-4402- for ticket information.
CNM S)'mpllony Audition- far all wind!' and percu~ionists, also sf ring players that didn't play last
}'ear on Tues. Aug 26 and Wed Aug. 27 at 5:00p.m .. Open 10 all UNM studerus. Call Harold Weller
for an audition appointment. Ph: 277-2815 or 884-5541.
COCA-COL ... Stadium Jam 80- fca!Uring SANTANA, SAMMY HAGAR, EDDIEMONI'.Y, and
GAMMA with RONNI~ MONTROSE. MJny other activities scheduled. Sunday August Jt at 4:00
p.m. in 1he Albuquerque Sport'i Stadium. Oates open nt 2:30. Tickets available at all Ticketmastcr
outlets in Albuquerque. Belen, Santa Fe. Taos, Grants and 0allup.
S.U.n. Entfrlalnm~:nt- William Nathan Hurst, guitarist, in the Casa del Sol Rm. from 12:00 to 2:00
p.m. Qn Tuesday, Wcdncsday 1 Thursday and Fridayu Aho on Wednesday, a pool party at the UNM
outdoor pool with CACTUS KID, at 5:00p.m. President's: Icc Cream Social in the S.U.B. Balltoom
fcatUrlt1& .Junior Blunt & The Instruments from 2:00 to 3:30 f'.m .. "SUBWAY STATION" grand
opening featuring ZOZODRA al9:00 p.m. to I:OOA.M. on Saturday Aug. 30.
ASUNM P.E.C. presents VAN JIALEN- in concert on September 10, a:t them UNM Arena at8:00
p.m .• Al'5:o appearring will be CATS. Tickets available at alltlcketmastcr locations,

PIZZA
Each Sicilian Topper is made especially
for you. Choose your favorite toppings, and
then we add lots of special sauce on a thicker,
more flavorful crust and cover it all with lots more cheese.

Theatre

INTRODUCTORY OFFER!

"Who's Afraid or Virginia Woolfl'' plays wt:cken:ds at 8 through Aug. 30 at the Vortex Thea1rc.
Tickets, $3. Caill94·6171 rot more information.
AlbuquerqUe Civic. Llghl Open1- pre~ents PIPPIN at Popr::joy Hall on Ai.Ig. 2Z and 23 Iii 8:15 p.m ••
Tickets arc Sl.SO to 58.50. For reservations and information call277·3121.

Movies

Black and White
Loose Originals
1-7 Copies per Original
Letter .05 Legal .0 5
8 + Copies per Original
.20 per Original
Letter 1.5¢ Legal .02

I

I

I
I

I

I
I
I
:

Special Handling .0 3

Buy one giant, large or medium size
Sicilian ThQ~r or Original Thin Crust
pizza, get next smaller Original Thin
Crust, with equal
Not valid WP.ith
an~other offer.

;

...

ft ~

I

J2Z& .U.U&®i®
:
'¥au~ afthtf1JUngsJ(Jrfl.Bve,
I
a••••••••••••••••••••••••••
296·0588

5555 Montgomery NE
881-1018

3040 Juan TaboNE

298·6868

antique white, antique gold
Index Stock . 07
white salmon
blue
green
yellow cherry

Transfer

1.50

Copy from Pictures
Books & Slides

Colored Paper
buff pink goldenrod
blue yellow green

Binding Spiral
Letter 1.50

Legal 2.00

United Artists Auction

1
I

1240 Wyoming Blvd. NE

1- 5 Copies per Original 1.00
Black/White Transparencies .45 6-9 Copies per Original .85
10 -+ Copies per Original .75
Labels
our's .2 5 your's .02
Transparency
3.50
Parchment .05

Legal .05

s.U.II. Movie 1'beatn:- "ANDROMEDA STRAIN," Aug. 2S. "MARATHON MAN," Aug. 26.
"CHINATOWN,'' AUg, 31. Shows start at 7 and 9~30 p.m .• except Tur:::;day, at 9:30 only•

Color Copies

Reduction .10

Bound originals
Letter .05

•••
I

Special Things

Albuquerque United Artists will
present its Third Annual Benefit
Art Auction on Saturday, Sept. 6 at
7:30 p.m. at the Hetzai-King
Mercantile
Building,
Corrales
Road, Corrales, N.M.
Works to be auctioned will be
displayed in a special Auction
Preview Show at the Downtown
Center of the Arts, 216 Central SW,
Albuquerque Aug. 29 through
Sept. 4. Gallery hours are ll a.tn.to
4 p.m., Tuesday through Saturday.
Works of art by Nick Abdalla,
Lee Adler, Garo Antresian, Judy

Chicago, R. C. Gorman, Peter
Hurd, Cristo, Jim Dine, Robert M.
Ellis, Betty Hahn, Helen Hardin,
Kris Hotvedt, William King and
many other notable artists will be
sold to the highest bidders.

ASUNM Duplicating Center

There will be no admission or
bidder's fee. Cocktails will be
available.
proceeds
to benefit
All
Albuquerque United Artists.
For more information call 2430531 or evenings contact Harriet
Zunno at 344-0751.

Color is Here
Color Copy It

N E Corner SUB Games Area

•
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Color
-too copies

m.:pires November 30, 1980

NE corner SUB Games Area

•i

I

ASUNM
Duplicating
Center
limit one per customet
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Classified
Advertising

Special Collections l~nhance
Zimmerman's Million Books
continued from page 7
'I he red phone at the circulation
desk may be u~ed to nnd out if a
~pccific

book not on the shelves or
in the to· be-shelved area is checked
out. If the book cannot be found,
the borrower may request that it be
searched for, and he will be notified
by mail if the book is found, according to the booklet.
When a professor puts a book on
reserve its call number can be found
on a computer print-out at the
reserve desk. The student gives the
call number to the staff at the desk
ancJ may check out the material for
two hours, one day or three days, at
the discretion of the professor,
Mendez saicJ.
Overdue books a.re a big no-no.

1.

Fine~ arc 25 cents a cJay per book up
to $5,00 per book. IJ a book is lost

TO DONNA FROM ''TJ'', Where hi\Veyou been aU
summer? Have been trying to r~ch youi m~ me at
lOnight's movie in the SUB! Its only $1,5011 1'11 buy
the popcorn.
B/26
A FOXY NOW special, p<rm 525,00, hair c~t St2.SO.
Foxy reOeclion$, 2000 Central S.E., across from
UNM, next to Bur11er King. Walk·lns welco_me. 842~
8300.
8/29
ALL TRA.ILij!.AZJ;RSI PI.,EASE come to the firs!
meeting of the year 011 Tuesday night! SUB 140 11 7

there is a fine of' $5.00 plus the cost
of the book, the circulation staff
said.
In the old part of the library, the
we>l wing, are the map room and
the special collections. The Clinton
p. Anderson Room contains
materials on Western Americana.
The Coronado Room places emphasis on New Mexico. The
Thomas Bell Room houses rare
books, cJocuments and early
photographs. The Mcem Area
contains the work of New Mexico
architect John Gaw Meem and
other historical architectural
documents, the booklet said.
Fall hours for the different
rooms and libraries will be posted.

p.rn. See yollthere.

ECKANKAR

~·

f

'

$2 in Marron Hall, Rm. 131
also In the UNM Bookstore and the Living Batch

Tuesday, September 2, Mitchell Hall-211 at 7:00p.m.
Ca\1277·l01l.
9/2
PASSPORT AND IDENTIFICATION photos. l for

SOMEONE DOES CARE about you, and is ready to
listen. Call AGORA .277·3013.
?ll
DO YOU WANT the very bc>t for your lillie one7
Visit Escuela del Sol Montessori .Scll,ool, aaes 2 1/2-6

1--------------------------Looking for a Meal
I Kirschner Speaks
il among all the snacks? i. A:ic~r~-::1 :e~~~eethc

pooling. Open House, Wedne$day, Auaust 27, 7-9
p.m., 1314 Mountain N.W, U2·9811 or 345·5095.
1128
ACCURATE INFORMATION ABOUT con·
traceplion, sterilization, abortion. Right to Choose.
294-0171.
tfn

I
I
I
I

Coffeehouse
115 Harvard SE

Any lunch entree ' $100
Wl.th th•ss coupon.
Lunch 11 AM • 2PM
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The UNM Child Care Co-op
p1·esents

NEED ANOTHER
ELECTIVE?

"Economic Realities of Child Care"
by Richard Kirshner
president of K irslmcr Associates. Inc.

with an introduction by
Mrs. Alice King

* SOLAR ENERGY
*COMPUTERS
* ENVIRONMENT
INTERESTED?? The College of Engineering will be of·
fering these and other relevant topics to NON·
ENGINEERING majors this fall. These courses are
designed for students in the humanities, social sciences,
arts. and education. Only a minimal amount of
mathematics is used when needed to explain basic principles. All courses arE! for 3 credit hours and graduate
credit is allowed except for engineering majors. Further
information may be obtained from the UNM Bulletin or
the Engineering College Office, FEC 1 07,
(277·5521 ).
ENG 320·Engineering in its Social Context
ENG 337-Waler Pollution Control
ENG 340-Personal Computers
ENG 382·Energy and the Environment
ENG 384-Auto Engines & Fuels
ENG 385·Solar Energy U~e

MWF 11 :00-11 :50
MWF 8:00·8:50
TT 12:30·1 :45
TI 3:30·4:45
TI 11 :00·12: 15
TI 2:00·3:15

the Worlds Beyond'' at 7:30p.m. SUB
8125
PREGNANCY TESTING & COUNSELING. Phone
247-?81?.
tfn
RECYCLE IT.
tfn
HAIRLINES UNISEX HAIR Studio 1419 Central
N.E. Back to school cpcial. $10 off Vir&in Dacstat
P~rm and Precision Cut. 2 J /2 blocks west of
University. 242-64)2.
8/28
AGOI\A'S NEW VOLUNTEER ortenlllion-

This student seems to have begun early on what will become a more familiar sight as the
semester wears on. Many find Zimmerman Library to be ex~ellent tor that afternoon
refresher nap. {Photo by Dick Kettlewell)

I

Now On Sale

discussion

S4.SO!! lowest prices in town! fast, pleuiDJ, near
UNM. Call 26Hol4ol or come to 1717 Girard Blvd.
NE.
tfn
CONTACTS11 POLISHING?7 SOLUTIONS??
Casey Optical Company. 2.65-8!46.
tfn
HAPPY l GOT international ''faShion. colour tint"
in my fLShion frames. l love them. PayLeu
Opllclans. (Acrou the street from LaBelle's on
Menaul). 266-2600.
tfn

1
I
1
1

A UNM publication containing photography,
poetry, art and fiction by UNM
students, faculty and staff is

free

A

"Tra1/ellir~g

I
I
I
I

Spring1980

8/26

PRESENTS

m.

Conceptions
Southwest

PERSONALS

Donations Sought
By Blood Services

First Lady. State of New Mexico

Kiva Hall
"i r UNM Campus
!-t

UNM Child Care Co-op lecture on
"Economic Realities of Child
Care" at 7 p.m. on Aug. 25 in the
Kiva lecture hall.
Kirschner, president of Kirschner
Associates Inc., will be introduced
by Alice King, wife of New Mexico
Governor Bruce King, co-chairman
of the New Mexico White House
Conference on Families and
committee officer for the InternationaiYearoftheChild.
The lecture is part of a con·
tinuing series of lectures made
available by the Child Care Co-op
to promote in-depth discussion of
families, growing up and institutionat programs.
George O'Neill of the co-op said,
"The co-op is also celebrating 10
years of active service at UNM and
we are asking community leaders,
educators and all interested citizens
to consider the significance of child
care for traditional and nontraditional families.
Mr, Kirschner has been a consultant to federal and state agencies
on evaluation of programs such as
Headstart, parent and child cent~r
programs,
and
financial
management of pre-schools. He has
also participated in the New Mexico
Health and Social Services
Department study, "Unit Costs of
Day Care Programs for Children.''

August 25, 1980
7:00 P·~·

I(
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United Blood Services will be at
the registration center Wednesday
from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Blood Services urges all students,
faculty and staff to take 10 minutes
and donate a pint of blood. The
drive comes before the Labor Day
weekend, when hospitals need

Be A Life Saver
Yale Blood Plasma, Inc.
122 Yale Blvd. SE
266-5729
M-F 9:30-5:30
Bring this ad for $5.00 Bonus on your first donation
A student ID entitles you to another $2.00
not good with other coupons .. one per donor
expires Sept. 30, 1980

BRIGHT CLEAN STUDIO. 51$0.month plus
uulmes. Furnished. 265-5423, 265..4444
8 25.
CHRISTIAN LADY NEEDS room or roommal<
8•28
nearUNM. "Nikl". 898-0844.
UNM AREA. TWO bedroom hOU$<S. 1620 Lead
Singles welcom~- 884·$383.
812.,
UNM AREA. I and 2 BEDROOM aparunents,
studios. Walking distance to UNM. 884-5383. 8. :2.1
SPECIAL PP.JCE FOR University studenu.
Sl50tmo. Two bc:droom, unfurnished, stove and
rc:frigerawr. 3421 Gibson s.e. 881..()251,
8J27
CLEAN ONE BEDROOM townhouses, 112 ble><k
o_ff bus line. SJSS monthly·. Termli available. 1.5 mi.,.
from classes, Fre:e semester bU$ pass. Call 268-6043
eveninss, ·nights.
8129
FOR RENT TWO bedroom unfurnished, 3421
Gibson S,E, ncar Oibson •nd Carlisle, $150/month.
265·2770. If no answer 881-0251.
8/29
NEAR UNM $90 o~e J>edroom, appliance$, fenced
greenery, pets, many more &'l'ailable. 262·175!. Fee.
Rental Expcns.
8/29
STUDENT SPECIAL! THREE bedroom, lour
block$ 10 campus, Children, pets, S24S~ ,Rental
E•periS. Fee. 262-1751.
•
8/29
LOW BUDGET TWO bedroom, newer carpetina.
equlppffi kitchen, Sl4S, children fine. 262·17.51.
Rental Expcns, Fee.
8129
ROOMMATE WANTED. TWO bedroom apartment
to share. SUO/month. Chelwood and Constitution.
E•cc:llentapartrne•t· Pete. 293-6406,266-7126, 8/26
ONLY 5199/MONTH for this s~cious two bedroom
apartment on quiet Southeast stret:!. Fresh paint,
carpet steamcleaned, like new! Cable TV, laundry.
Month to month. Ten1nt pays gas/elearic. Call now.
881-04110, 344·7935. MADDOX& CO. REALTORS.
1/29

5.

LOST &

g_.'l9

PUCH MAXI MOPED. Oood condition. S275. 8813510.
8/Z?
ROLLIFLEX TWINLENS w/ ACCESSORIES,
Yashica Twinlens w-/cast: & hood, 2!4 x, 3!4 Speed
Graphic w/ac:cessorics, Splralone Pro-Shaw (two
projector fade-ln. fade-QUt con~rol), darkroom sink.
Call2,5·8!l67 aftcr4:30 p,m.
tfn

6.

EMPLOYMENT

THE NM UNION Food Service has openinas for
catering personnel for Friday, Auaust 29th, Please
call Anthony between the hours or 12. k 3, 277.. 2811
or stop in at the Food Service Cau:rins Office and fill
out an application,
8/25

.r\~A

l.iA.Ll.I'R'l': "10 Albuq1.1~que lm.icpcndrnts''
6 1-' m August~"' l ,-xat~ m the

l)f!(flln& ra:c-ptton

baStmcnt of the SrU, hl'I,IU, 11
Fnday Free:

h'-

4, \tonda\
8 .:~~:

oc~aisionJJ week~nds

8 · 29

NEED PART·TIMf: 'ash.i.cn and busbo:y-s for
e\entng hours.. How$ to bt arranged Appl) tn penon
betwetn 3 and 6:30 p m. Frontier Restaurant. 2400
Ccmral s. E.

TODAY'S CROSSWORD PUZZLE

8/27

BABYStmNG AND LIGHT housekeeping 8,15·
12:30 M-F near campus. One child only, 2(,6--161$.
No Saturliaya,l!s.
8 ."29
FOURTH
YEAR TELECOMMUN.ICATIONS
students only. KOB TV hu; four intern opcninas. 20
hours per wee\. $3.,)0/hr. Pleue contact Mary
Noskin. '24~-4-U l ext. ~21.
8129
SALESPEOPLE-THE LOBO is in n«d. of e)\pcrienced, determined and persiJ,tcnt sellers.
UnbQUnded en~gy and strons motivation may be
substituted. AUtomobile absolutely n«"CS$1-r)l. Come
by Marron HaU and _see Advenisina Manaser, Room
105, or leave message In room 131.
trn
DIVISION Of OOVERNMENT resc:arch needs
work·study qualified students for Call employment.
Need two clerical assistants and one computer aide.
Expericn« preferred. 277·3305.
8123
SAVE LIVES FOR A LIVING. Earn income f<om
your own pa,rt-dme business while providing a service
to your community. Affordable producu Which
pcolctt aaainst crime and help in ca.se o( m~ical
emer1mcy. Mm and women needed. Call afttr 6
8/2?
p.m. 298-&m.
PART·TIME JOB. araduate students only. After·
noons and even in as. Must be able to work Friday &nd
S&rurday nishu. Must be: 21 )'C3rs: okL Apply in
penon, no phone calls, please. Saveway Liquor
Stom, at5704 LomasN.E., 5l16Menaul N.E. 9/l

8.

D-\Nl'f. J:.X~RUSi~ AND -aerol;m:: C':(CriOne in·
.strudors necdcl P f majors, du~.:e m!li"n, an)O:ne
tntcrn1ed m run "~.:ue W1lltnuo Call\' \V.C A
29l·,5.359.Mon-·Fn, 3.p m to.! p.m
8.-·l9

N.DSCELLANEOUS

PLAY SOCCER IN cil)' leasue. Call Ralph. 255·
812.5
l8S3.
YOUTH HOSTEL MANAGER: room, U>e of kitchen and 10. of the pro fiLS. Call: 247·2.515.
8/27
HUNDREDS Of ANTIQUE postcards. Salt or the
Earth Bookstote. 2920 Ceotral S.E. 265·9473. 8129
THE UNION FILM lheatre hu free popcorn durin&
this wcck'J movies. Good only ror 1/25, 1116, 8130.
Brine this ad and enjoy.
1129
PHOTO IDENTIFICATION CARDS. Proof
positive, lamina~ed in hard platic. Send $1.00 and
S.A.S.E. for details and application to: D &. J
Productions, Dept. X. Box2S2, Tempe, AZ. 8~281.
8126

ACROSS
1 Speedy
6 Pronoun
10 Peruse
14 Castle or
Dunne
15 Clean
16 Vagrant
17 Moved slowly
18 Norse god
19 God of love
20 Winter cap
parts
22 Word game
24 Made public
26 Moseys
27 Garbled:
2 words
30 Expire
31 Tropical tree
32 Dating
device:
2 words
37 Eternity
38 Singer Rise

52 Unoergarments
54 " - Lee":
Poe title
58 Thiro: Comb.
form
59 First letter:
Abbr.
61 School: Fr.
62 Quondam
63 Certain
64 Army hat
65 Straw
66 Exclamation
67 - Range,

UNITED Feature Syndicate
Saturday's Puzzle Solved

Wyo.

DOWN

1 Cereal
2 Irish exclamation
3 Noble
4 Positioned:
2 words
5 Particular
4$1 State: Abbr.
6 Small auto
41 Mixed anew
7 Secreted
43 Italian river
8 The Iliad, e.g.
44 Follows noon 9 Fish
45 QB's target: 10ice
2words
11 Red shade
48 Coat fabric
12Home
51 Run away
13 Breathers'

needs
21 Prior to: PrefiX
23 Improper
25 Motorists
27- -do-well
28 Instrument
29 Weight units
33 Dosed
34 Area unit
35 American
educator
36Trudge
38 Because
39 Discourse

42 Drank to
43 Diplomat
46 Angle: Comb.
form
47 Up and up
48 Thespian
49ActorGreene
50 Charge
53 Cozy
55 Vessel
56 Nevada town
57 Spanish
region
60 Man's name

FOUND

LOST: BLUE RAINBOW wallet. Contains all my ID
cards (Connecticut license) and some cash, Please call
l':l?~!i6S6 or come to room 133 Marron Hall. Joshua.
8125
FOL'ND A POCKET watch last day of finals, second
floor of Mitchell Hall. Call265-4661 to identify.
8/25
Hlt:ND: MINIATURE CAMERA. Call 277·2157.
Describe and claim.
tfn

3. SERVICES

I

I
\

KINKO'S TYPING SERVICE (IBM Selectric) and
no\\- 3 minute .Passport Phoios, No appointment.
:oS·S!IS.
tfn
o\EROBIC EXERCISE, WEIGHT con1rol, parent
effel.l1\cnes~. Sear UNM. Starting September. Call
Pcnr.~, 262.0)66.
8/29
"l R'>I~G STUDENTS! LEARN 1o take blood
rrc~~.lre"- The Students Nurse's Asr.ociation is
hl•:.:!1r:ga \\ark shop on Septcmbcr 3 from 1:00·5:00 at
the ,.ursfng.·Pharmacy Building, room 361. Also
r.ccdcd \Oiunteers for BP screening at State Fair. Call
r-·4936.
8/26
l•liTAR LESSONS: ALL >IYI.,. Marc's Gullar
Stud1o. 265·3315.
tfn

-clear, concise and correct?
Will edlt manuscripts, any subject. 266-3744.
8/25
QA TYPING SERVICE: A complete typing and
cdlltmal system. Tec:hnieal, general, legal, medical,
scholastic. Charts& tables. 345-2125.
t(n
POST OFFICE BOXES fdr rent. Free call in service.
160 Wa<hington S.E. 255·8219.
8129
STORE YOUR GEAR. $9.95/month. The Storage
8127
Plo,e. 881-4141.
WA!\iT YOUR PAPERS

4.

ADANSKI~

HOUSING

Back to School Special

EFFICIENCY, FURNISHED UTILITIES paid,
Clean, quiet, secure. $120.247-0705, 24l·7ZI2. 8129
'NEAR UNM FURNISHED apartments. One
bedroom and efficiencies. $140-"170. 1410 Carlisle
S.E. Managerapt.1·.c.
8/29
LARGE- ROOM. OWN bath, dishwasher, balcony
view. carpeted, utilities paid, pools, saunas, jacutzis.
ex:erclse/wei&ht room, tennis court, beautiful Jan-dscapin,. Call883· t848 eveninJS, 294-4228' messa1es~
8/2?
TWO WEEKS FREE rent. New: 2 bedroom unfurniShed apartment includes· all major appliances.
washer/dryer book-ups It storase. $250/month. 304
Pennsylvania N.E. 26S...C7l9.
8/2.9
FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED. Rid&«r.,l area.
Sl751month. 2.\S-4851.
8/:!9
MAL.E ROOMMATE NEEDIOD for beautifully
furnished N.IO. home. Washer/Dryer. 2!14-0111.
8/29
ONE BEDROOM APARTMENT downtown NW.
Hardwood, fireplace, ale. $2jO plus. 141..010~. 24].7212.
8/29
REDECORATED TWO BEDROOM furnished
apartment, utilities paid, SlSO/month. No smokers.

Tremendous savings
for

Back to School
*Levis®
* Kennington
* Panatella
*David Hunter
*Lee

C•U Oppenh01mer2~5·~147,
8129
BEDROOM, $205; studio, Sl75; efficiency. Si.5;
furni~hed, all utilities paid, laundry, near UNM and
Cenlral, W..hl"'t<>n. 1218 Copper N.E.; 200 Ief·

ferson N.E. 842.,170,199·7012.
912
RESPONSIBLE HOUSEMATE NEEDED for nice
older house near UNM. Pets allowed. Sl75/month.
1705 Coal Place S.E. 299-011$.
8!29
MATURE INDIVIDUAL TO Ohare larae eo,...
fortable bouse. Two blocks from campus. St60.
Frank,. 293-0817, 243-4242.
1/11
SHARI! FURNISHED TWO bedroom itpartmenl
with male grad, j block• from UNM, $14)/month
includes all utilities. Mike. 266-8117. 271...-?J~. B!Ul
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM a
do~Yntown. Bus k:rvice every jO minutes. I bedroo"!
or efficiency, from $205. All Utllllle! paid. Delu<e
kitchen with dishwasher A disposali recrc:ation toom,
swlmminl pool. TV room A laundry. Adult comple:~~:,
no pels. 1520 Unt .. rsitYN,E. 243·2494.
tfn

I

and lots lots more

FALL/980
CONVERSATIONAL
FRENCH CLASSBS

Watch for our weekly
specials on
Levis® jeans

S.J•· ~-1>t•·· ~
H«'fd••"'r tu Arf.. lill't'd
till' illtd t-:\1.'1111•

A great savings place for
UNM students to shop

(:allt<fi.~78H "' :l11~·1!;11H

3636 Menaul N E
just east
of Carlisle
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1 O~o off entire stock
of Danskins
(with valid UNM ID)

Disco Display
(Both Locations)
3123 Central N.E. (East of Richmond)
153 Winrock Center

~)Hmluwrrll1fii'A IJMtUi'i' ~· murttll!f'
"

f
4

521
CHILO CARE AFTER Khool,
and eYcrung.s. Phone 26S-6$11

FORSALE

yrs •• mornins: sessions. Extended day, Day Care, car

2.

FO\-RTH Y&AR JO\:RI<ALISM >tud<nts onl).

KOB n' ha'>lWO uuern <.'panngs .zo hC!Un ~r '1'-~k.
S3.10 hl Please rontact Mary Nos\m. 243-4411 ext

'

' 1"f • -, ' 1 il 1" t'
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